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Adaptive filteTing ofan ECG in an MR·ScaMeT

Abstract

The ECG signal is used as a trigger signal in MR imaging techniques. The ECG signal in an MR-scanner, however, can

heavily be distorted by three separate so called gradient fields (time variant magnetic fields necessary for making

images).

The distortion of the signal by the gradient fields could make it impossible to usc it as a trigger signal. To reduce the

interference to a minimum some measures have been taken, in the form of EMC measures and analogue filtering of the

ECG. Still some interference remains within the bandwidth of the ECG. To remove this remaining interference, an

adaptive noise cancelling tcchnique is applied to the ECG signal. As update algorithm for the filter coefficients the LMS

algorithm is used.

Simulations showed that the periodicity of the gradient fields led to restrictions of the adaptive filter design. Because of

this periodicity the number of filter coefficients should be kept to a minimum to improve tracking performance of the

adaptive filter. This means that, especially the analogue filter of the reference channel hardware should match as much as

possible the analogue ECG filter..

Similarity between the ECG signal and the interference, caused by the R-pcak, led to the requirement that the adaptation

constant of the adaptive filter should also be kept as small as possible without causing a too small convergence rate.

Processing three reference signals (one reference signal for each of the three gradient fields) seems to offer the best

results when the reference signals are processed in a parallel way using one common feedback signal for the update of

the three adaptive filters.

Measurements with only one disturbing gradient field showed that nonlinear distortion of the disturbed ECG signal

(caused by saturation of the electronic circuitry in the ECG Hengel) and bad design of the reference channel hardware

leads to a large increase of needed number of filter coefficients to meet the requirements for noise reduction and

convergence speed.
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Adaptive filtering ofan ECG in an MR-scfUlMr

1. Introduction

Medical images can be produced by the interaction of biological tissue with a number of different types of

electromagnetic radiation.

Radiographic techniques (conventional X-ray or X-ray computerized tomography) produce a shadow image resulting

from the attenuation of X-ray photons by the body. Contrast differences are based on variations in tissue density, which

are often very small. Furthermore, the ionizing characteristics of X-ray can be dangerous to the patient's health.

Images can also be produced using ultrasound. Ultrasound is clear of ionizing radiation but its spatial resolution is very

poor.

With both X-ray and ultrasound, often, contrast agents are needed to enhance spatial resolution.

Magnetic Resonance images, however, are noninvasive and do not employ ionizing radiation. An MR image represents

the relative response of specific nuclei to absorbed radio frequency energy. Furthermore MR images provide good spatial

resolution and good contrast.

In an MR-scanner, the ECG signal (Electro CardioGram) of a patient can be used as a trigger signal for the scanner.

The ECG signal, which shows the electrical activity and is related to the mechanical activity of the patient's heart, could

also be used for monitoring the patient's condition.

The first of the applications mentioned above, is the most important function of the ECG in MR imaging.

Using a physiological signal for triggering, is done in situations where someone wants to image a moving part of the

body. For using the ECG signal, the movement has to be related to the beating of the heart. The heart itself is one

example, blood that flows through veins is another.

The heart, for example. won't be imaged as a whole at one time but it will be divided in slices which arc imaged after

another. To get a clear image of the heart, imaging every separate slice has to be done at the same point of the heart cycle.

Therefore it is necessary to tell the scanner when the heart has reached a certain position within a heartcycle. In the ECG

signal it is the so called R-pcak which tells the scanner when to start imaging a slice of the heart.

While a scan is performed, the patient is situated in a static homogeneous magnetic field (O.ST, 1Tor 1.51'). In addition

to this field, other magnetic fields are generated by the scanner: the gradient fields. These fields are used for spatial

encoding and selection of those parts of the body that have to be scanned. The gradient fields are time varying and their

values are position dependable.

During scanning, the ECG is measured by placing three electrodes on the chest of the patient and by connecting the

electrodes to the ECG leads and the rest of the ECG equipment. The ECG leads and the human body will form a loop.

The gradient fields will thus induce voltages in the ECG leads, which will interfere with the ECG signal.

Until now this interference hasn't been a big problem to the triggering of the scanner. But the gradient fields will be

having shorter risetimes and larger amplitudes in the future; they arc expected to be a problem for triggering the scanner

in several situations. There are situations in which the interfering signal could be larger than the R-pcak of the ECG

signal, so triggering the scanner by means of the ECG signal would not be possible anymore.

With each scan that will be performed, the situation will be different with respect to the distortion of the ECG: the patient

will never be positioned at the same place within the scanner, each patient's anatomy will be different and each system,

used to measure the ECG signal, will differ. Furthermore, the path from generating the gradient fields in the gradient coils

to the induction of the voltages in the ECG leads is partly unknown.

PHIUPS MEDICAL SYSTEMS
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Adaptive filtering ofall ECG in an MR-scanner

Because of these differences between each situation and the Wlcertainty about the inducing part. it has been chosen to use

an adaptive filter to suppress the interference.

It is likely that the adaptive filter will be implemented in the scanner's own processor. Because the processor already

spends almost 100% of its available time at imaging processes, every extra process that will be added to the already will

degrade the processor's performance. One of the specifications the filter therefore has to meet, is, that the algori thm

should take as few calculations as possible.

Other specifications that the filter has to meet, are:

> a minimal reduction of the distortion by a factor of 5;

> the minimal reduction has to be reached within 5 heartbeats;

> extra delay of the ECG due to adaptive filtering <lms.

During this graduation project a lot of time has been spent at finding out about the principles of and the interaction

between the MR-scannerfimaging and the ECG signals. An introduction to MR-imaging is given in chapter 2and the

ECG signal as well as its behaviour in the MR-system is described in chapter 3..

A simulation program that has been written to research the ECG distortion by the gradient field is also described in

chapter 3. It has been used with a Pascal implementation of an LMS adaptive filter algorithm, to look at the performance

of adaptive filtering with respect to noise reduction of the gradient field distortion.

Chapter 4 describes the noise cancelling technique and the LMS algorithm.

In chapter 5 the simulation results and its consequences for the design of the noise canceller are given.

Both advantages and disadvantages of adaptive filter systems for noise reduction caused by three different gradient fields

are described in chapter 6.

Measurements of real time adaptive filtering of the ECG signal, using a Data Acquisition Card and a PC are described in

chapter 7.
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Adaptive filtering ofan ECG ill an MR ·scaNlLr

2. Basic principles of MR imaging

This text about MR imaging only gives a brief description about MR. More information about MR imaging can be found
in [1].

2.1 The MR-scanner and MR-imaging

An outline of an MR-scanner is shown in figure 1.

x
A

J._-..y

z~~~

_Patie1ll'S bed

Figure 1, Outline ofan MR-scanner

When a scan is to be performed, the patient has to lie down on the patient's bed (see figure 1). The bed will then be

placed in the middle of the scanner and the imaging process can be started.
MR-imaging tlXhniques are based on the interaction between magnetic fields and atomic nuclei in the human body. Each
nucleus which possesses an uneven atomic mass or uneven atomic number possesses angular momentum and has a

PHILIPS MEDICAL SYSTEMS
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Adaptive filtering ofan ECG in an MR-scanner

characteristic spin quanlUmnumber greater than zero. The SPill CharaGtl;ristic of the nucleus, a charged particle, induces
a magnetic field with an axis coincident with the axis of spin and with a magnitude and direction represented by the
magnetic moment (Il), like shown in figure 2.

~
\

Figure 2, A rapidly spinning nucleus, possessing a magnetic moment (J4)

Normally, the magnetic moments in a col1ection of nuclei will be randomly oriented, as specified by the principles of
Brownian motion. But by applying a static magnetic field, these magnetic dipoles tend to asswne discrete orientations,
either along (parallel) or against (antiparallel) the direction of the applied field.

Because the body is composed of vast nwnbers of nuclei, a net macroscopic magnetic moment can be defmed. In the
absence of an applied external magnetic field, the individual magnetic moments are randomly oriented due to the motions
produced by thermal energy, thus the macroscopic magnetic moment (M) is zero. When an external magnetic field is
applied to a collection of nuclei, the spins tend to align with the magnetic field, as described before, assuming one of the
discrete orientations defined by their spin quantum nwnber. Since the energy difference between these orientations is
small relative to the thermal energy at room temperature, it can be shown that the probability of occupying either
orientation is nearly identical. However, there is a slight excess favouring the low energy (i.e. parallel) orientation. This
small imbalance creates a net magnetization oriented parallel to the applied magnetic field. The strength of this net
magnetization depends on the strength of the applied magnetic field. At room temperature (300K) and an applied field
strength of O.5T, about 5ppm of all nuclei will contribute to the net magnetization. This explains why MR signals are
very weak.

The net magnetization in its equilibrium state is static and docs not induce a current in a receiver coil, as defined by
Faraday's law of induction. In order to obtain information from the spins, they must be perturbed or excited. This can be

achieved by irradiating the spin system with a high frequency pulse - a short burst of radio frequency - matching the
resonance frequency of the nuclei of interest (63MHz for a 1.5T scanner and 21MHz for a O.5T scanner). This creates a
time dependent deflection of the net magnetization from the equilibrium situation. After this RF pulse. the net magnetiza
tion is precessing about the main magnetic field with the resonance frequency, also called Larmor frequency.

PHIUPS MEDICAL SYSTEMS
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Figure 3, Precession ofa spinning nucleus aboUlthe axis of the main magnetic field

The rate of precession is dependent on the specific physical characteristics of the isotope involved and the strength of the

applied magnetic field (sec equation (1)).

(1)

In equation (1) w is the Lannor (angular) frequency in MHz, y is the constant of proportionality (gyromagnetic ratio)

which is specific to the nucleus involved, and Bo is the magnetic field strength measured in Tesla.

After excitation, the nuclei return to equilibrium, losing energy by emitting electromagnetic radiation and by transferring

energy to the lattice or between themselves. This process is called relaxation and commences at the tennination of the RF

pulse.

The emitted electromagnetic radiation, whose relaxation time is dependent of the kind of the excited nuclei and thus of

which specific molecular structure has been scanned, is called the MR signal and is used for reconstruction of the images.

2.2 The gradient fields

When the applied excitation is tenninated, the MR signal can be detected. The problem is that all the nuclei within the

area covered by a detection coil would resonate at about the same frequency and the signal would not contain any

infonnation on the spatial distribution of the nuclei.

In order to reconstruct an image, it is necessary to encode the emitted signal so that its components can be related to the

spatial position of the nuclei which contribute to them.

PHILIPS MEDICAL SYSTEMS
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This imaging process can be divided into two fundamental operations:

.". selection of an image slice (or volume);

.". spatial encoding of the magnetic resonance signal emanating from that slice.

The encoding is achieved on the basis that the frequency at which a nucleus resonates (the Larmor frequency) is a
function of the strength of the static magnetic field in which it is located. It follows that if the strength of the applied
magnetic field as a function of position is altered - that is, by means of a magnetic field gradient - the specific resonance
frequency as a function of spatial position is also altered.
To cover 3D-space, three gradient fields (in x-,y-, and z-direction) are used for spatial encoding.
Besides being a function of position, the gradientfields are also a function of time. They are mainly constructed of
trapezium-like waveforms as shown in figure 4, and they will be repeated in time.

-A-
I
I aIall
~,-----------

I
I
I

r----L"'""f-- 1--
y

trio<

B{l)

Figure 4, The gradient field as afunction of lime

The values, between which the parameters shown in figure 4 can vary, arc:

» tflatl: 0 - 50 ms;
» tflat2: 0 - 25 ms;
» Repetition time (TR): 5ms - Is;
» Amplitude (amp): 0 - IOmT/m;
» trise: 0.6ms.

Of course, TR has always to be larger than 4*trise+tflat1+tflat2.
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In the future the maximum amplitude will be increased to 25mTjm. The risetime (lrise) can be as small as O.2ms.

Both parameters will be changed, because it will lead to faster imaging.

In figure 5 three examples are drawn of x-,y- and z-gradient fields that could occur. Repetition times and the width of

each gradient are determined by tflat I, tflat2 and TR as defined above. The examples shown in figure 5 are just a smalI

reflection of the wide area of gradient sequences that are used during scanning.

(c)
Figure 5, Example of three different pulse sequenasfor the X-. y- and z-gradientfields
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Figure 6givcs an exmnple of a gradient field as a f1mction of position along on~ Of the axe~ ~ ~11Qwn in figyre 1,
The place where the gradient fields are equal to zero, is called the iso-centre of the MR-scanner.

B{x,y,Z)

A
lOmT ...

-lOmT

Figure 6, The gradienJ field as a function ofposition
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3. The ECG and the ECG equipment

3.1 The ECG signal

Since anatomical motion would reduce image quality, it is necessary to 'freeze' the effects of motion. This is achieved

using triggering: the coupling of image acquisition to a trigger signal. For cardiac studies, generally, the ECG signal is

used for triggering. Using the assumption that most biological motion is rhythmic, triggering permits consecutive cardiac

cycles averaged together to improve signal-to-noise ratio in the final image. Since the images from multiple cardiac

cycles are acquired at the same point in the cycle, the effects of motion are minimized.

As mentioned in section 1, the ECG represents the electrical activity of the heart and it tells us about its mechanical

activity and thus about which phase of the heart cycle the heart is in.

For all patients - except for those people with a certain heart disease or those that have suffered from a heart attack - and

for common ECG measurements the ECG has the same form as shown in figure 7. The signal drawn in figure 7 stands

for one period of the heart cycle. Every period of the heart cycle denotes one complete heartbeat. It is the top of the R

peak that is used as the triggerpoint when cardiac triggering is used.

The smaller peaks like the P-,Q-,S-,T- and V-peak sometimes can not be distinguished. This of course is dependent on

the used instrumentation and the circumstances of the measurement (for example the anatomy of the patient, noise and

placement of the ECG electrodes).

The repetition time of the ECG signal as shown in figure 7 depends on the patient's heartbeat rate, but for most patients

who are at rest, this repetition time varies from 0.8s to Is, depending on the patient. The amplitude of the R-peak is about

ImY.

R

Q

T

J~.

S
._--._-_.._-->

:::0.85

Figure 7, The ECG signal

The ECG of a patient in an MR-scanner can look different: when the patient is inside the scanner's magnet, the strong

pulsation of the bloodstream into the aorta after every heartbeat (read R-peak), can cause a strong elevation of the T-

PHIUPS MEDICAL SYSTEMS
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wave because of the presence of the static magnetic field. TheT-wave can become as big as the R-peak. The appearance
of this effect is strongly dependent on the way the ECG electrodes are placed on the patient's chest.
The figures 8 and 9 show an example of the possible influence of the static magnetic field to the T-peak of the ECG.
Figure 8 shows the ECG of a patient who was placed on the patient's bed outside the magnet. Figure 9 shows the ECG of
the same patient inside the magnet. The elevation of the T-wave in figure 9 is clearly visible. Other measurements
showed that replacing the ECG electrodes could eliminate the effect of the T-wave elevation.

R
:....,......;

Figure 8, Example ofa patient's ECG measured outside an A-fR-scanner

T

~ "'1... ,.
, -~.

t
;"

iooi-·';'··+'·'·-+"·'+···t···t·t .. .; ..+..+ .., "+'~~"' ..-l.+.4 .~...+..
Figure 9, Elevation ofthe T-peak because ofthe presence of the static magnetic field

3.2 The ECG equipment

The ECG is measured by placing three self adhesive electrodes on the patient's chest. One of the three electrodes is used
as a reference electrode and the two others measure a signal relative to the reference electrode. By measuring the
difference between the two signals, the ECG as drawn in figure 7 is obtained.

PHIUPS MEDICAL SYSTEMS
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For an ECG signal, the principle information is below 40Hz and it is therefore that the ECG signal will be low pass

filtered to reduce noise (caused by the RF pulses and the gradient fields) with frequencies above 40Hz.

The analogue filter, an isolation amplifier and an automatic gain control are, together with a part of the ECG leads,

integrated in the so called 'Hengel' (see figure 10), which exists of a wire conduit connected to a box with the

electronic circuitry.

~--=~'"'=...
k:

_____ ~cottdJdt

l,
.",::

.::; .

____ A1ttJ/op cIItI1l.r: J ll111la1JD1I IDIIpUjter

2 -10Hz law ptZUfilter

J AMtomattc gIli1t COIII1'Ol

r
To AJD.€o1lWl'1er IDfd
plryJJolDgy pNXe_r

Figure 10, The ECG hardware

The isolation amplifier makes sure that the patient is in no way 'electrically' connected to the rest of the system. The gain

of the amplifier is about 50 and it amplifies the signal fed to its input by the ECG leads. The amplifier also converts the

differential signal to a single ended signal.

The automatic gain control has a variable gain which amplifies the output signal of the filter to a signal with a maximum

amplitude of about 2V. This way, saturation of the output signal, which can appear when a large input signal is offered to

an amplifier with a constant gain, is prevented.

All parts of the analogue circuitry that contribute to the filtering of the ECG signal are put together and arc shown in

figure lIon the next page.
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Figure II, Filtering part of the analogue ECG circuitry
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The transferfunction of the filter is given in equation (2).

(2)

In figure 3 the Bode plots of the transferfunction are shown.

(dB)
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100 (Hz) 1000
-J.142 '-----'------''------'------'

0.1

Figure 12, The Bode plots of the ECG filter
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3.3 The distortion of the ECG signaL

Looking at the ECG hardware and the way the ECG electrodes are placed on the patient's chest, there will always be a

loop fonned by the patient's body, the ECG electrodes and the ECG leads. Because of this loop, the gradient fields will

induce voltages in the ECG leads. These induced voltages will of course be filtered by the ECG low pass filter. Because

most of the power of the induced voltages is above 40Hz (see Appendix A, page 62), the noise will be considerably

suppressed. But some interference still remains below 40Hz. And because the ECG signal only has an amplitude of about

lmV, the interference can easily be dominant.

The strength of the distortion is dependent on several aspects:

~ The surface of the loop, formed by the human body and the ECG leads;

~ The amplitude of the gradient field, which is position dependable and which makes the distortion dependable on the

position of the patient inside the magnet;

~ The kind of gradient field that is generated.

The first of the above mentioned aspects is somehow controllable. By placing the electrodes and the ECG leads in a way

that keeps the surface of the loop to a minimum, the distortion can be reduced considerably. This doesn't mean that there

will be no distortion at all; there will always remain some kind of a loop that could be responsible for disturbance of the

ECG.

The influence of the two other aspects is unknown when a scan is started:

The patient's position and thus the amplitude of the local gradient field is an unknown factor;

The kind of gradient field that will be generated is dependent on the kind of scan that will be started.

To investigate the influence of the third aspect as well as the influence of the stronger and shorter gradient fields, the path

from generating a gradient field to inducing and filtering the distortions has been simulated, using the program Mathcad.

The Mathcad source code can be found in Appendix A.

In this simulation the following has been assumed:

»0 A maximum amplitude of the gradient field (worst case situation);

»0 The induced voltages are the direct derivative of the gradient field according to equation (3) where cP is the magnetic

flux.

(3)

PHIUPS MEDICAL SYSTEMS
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The main conclusions that can be drawn from this simulation are:

}> Because the filter's cut-off frequency is about 40Hz, the pulses of the induced voltages will act like delta functions to

the filter (each pulse has a width of O.2ms or O.6rns). If a negative pulse will follow a positive pulse with a delay of

only 1 or 2 ms, this negative pulse will 'pull' down the rising output signal of the filter, resulting in a small output

signal of the filter (the simulations where the filter was excited by only one positive pulse, showed that the output

signal reached its maximum value after ca. ISms).

So the worst case for the strength of the interference is when the flattimes are large, Le. the negative pulse doesn't

influence the positive pulse.

}> As mentioned above, the induced voltages (pulses) act like delta functions to the 40Hz low pass filter. Because of

this, it is the surface of these pulses which determines the final amplitude of the filter's output signal.

For the filtered distortion caused by the gradient fields that will be used in the future (O.2ms risctime and 2SmT/m

amplitude) this means that, compared to the distortion caused by the 'old' gradient fields, it will increase with a factor

of 2.5, equal to the increase of the surface of the pulses.

To speed up the simulations, a program in Pascal has been written, with which it is possible to simulate 30 seconds of

ECG that is distorted by gradient fields. The ECG was available from the M.LT. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

database.

The user of the program can define two different gradient field sequences. The first will disturb the ECG the first 15

seconds and the second will disturb the ECG the last 15 seconds.

Of both sequences all parameters as shown in figure 4 can be defined by the program uscr:

» Repetition time (TR) in milliseconds;

» Aattimes (tflatl and tflat2) in milliseconds;

:I> Amplitude of the gradient field (notice that the amplitude of the ECG's R-peak is about 15(0), no units used here. It is

recommended to take an amplitude larger than 25000;

:I> The risetime (trise) in milliseconds.

When the user has defined all parameters of the trapezia like gradicnt field, then the samples of its derivative are known.

These samples will be transformed to the frequency domain using an FFT routine. By multiplying the result of this

transformation with the transfer function of a 40Hz low pass filter, the frequency response of the filter due to excitation

by the derivative of one gradient field is obtained. By applying the inverse Fourier transformation to this result the time

response of the filter is obtained.

Because the system is linear, superpositioning of multiple responses of the filter can be applied when introducing a

repetition of the gradient field. The delay between the start of each pulse sequence will equal the repetition time as

defined by the program user.
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In figure 13 an example of two distorted ECG's is shown. The ECG's of the figures 13a and 13b have been distorted by
gradient fields with the following parameters:

Figure 13a: Amplitude 70000

TR 25ms
trise O.2ms
tflatl lOms
tflat2 5ms

Figure 13b: Amplitude ooסס7

TR lOOms
trise O.2ms
tflatl 50ms
tflat2 25ms

Figure 13c shows the 'clean' ECG.
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Figure 13, Example of the output of the simulation program
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4. Adaptive noise cancellation and adaptive filtering

The notation used with matrices and vectors throughout this report is, that bold and underlined characters are used for

vectors and bold (and not underlined) characters are used for matrices.

For example:

xlkj =(x [k-N+l I..... x[k-l). x(kll

rll rlz ... r",

rZI rn ... r2IJ
R-

r1ltJ r,.; ... r...

Throughout this chapter only time discrete signals will be used. The index k used with these signals denotes the current

sample or observation time.

Also in the theoretical analysis of noise cancellers and the LMS algorithm it will be assumed that all signals are statistical

stationary.

This chapter is a general introduction to adaptive noise cancellation and the LMS algorithm.

4./ An introduction

A traditional method of cleaning a signal from additive noise (noise can mean any kind of interference here) is to pa<;s the

corrupted signal through an analogue filter which suppresses the noise. This has also been done with the disturbed ECG

signal, measured in an MR-scanner. It is 40Hz low pass filtered, suppressing a great deal of the noise and leaving the

ECG relatively unchanged.

This kind of filtering, however. doesn't always remove all of the interference: some interference remains, because it

occupies the same bandwidth as the information signal.

To reduce this remaining part of interference an other solution of filtering is needed. Opposite to the kind of noise

reduction as described above, the noise isn't suppressed by frequency selection, but the noise has to be cancelled by

subtracting a signal from the disturbed information. Of course, the signal that will be subtracted from the disturbed

signal, can't be an arbitrary signal. The cancelling signal has to be (almost) the same signal as the corrupting noise. In

terms of mathematic this means that there must be a high correlation between the signals.

A reference signal which is a copy of the noise signal will hardly ever be available. Also the system through which the

distorted signal will flow will almost always be unknown. So the distorting signal at the output of the unknown signal has

to be estimated. If a good estimate can be made, the estimation can be subtracted from the distorted signal as shown in
figure 14, leading to a considerable reduction of the interfering noise.

In this figure s[k I is the information signal, n [k I is the corrupting signal (additive noise) and x[k I is the reference signal.
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s[k]+nfi] + s[k]+r[k]r.,
y[k]

Figure 14, A noise caru:ellalion system with afuedfilter

Because the system which processes the distorted signal usually is unknown, the interfering noisc (see nIh I in figure 14)

has to be estimated by looking at the similarity between x[k) and n[k). The differences between them have to be

corrected by the fixed filter. The filter thus provides y[k] as estimator for n [k). Signal r(k) is the residu or error signal

after subtraction of y[k) from s[k) +n[k]. The similarity bctwecn x[k) and n[k) is expressed by the cross correlation

between the two signals.

A criterion that can be used to calculate the optimal weights of the fixed filter is the Mean Squared criterion

(MS criterion). This criterion minimizes the mean squared estimation error (see equation 4).

Equation 4 means that the best choice of functional dependence y[k) =f(xJ is sought to minimize the expression.

A special case of the MS criterion of expression 4 is the linear mean squared criterion. This criterion requires the

estimate to be a linear function of the observations 1ll (see expression 5).

(4)

N

y[k] • L WI' x[k-I]
t.o

(for IJ FIR filler structure) (5)

For each k, the weights WI are selected in order to minimize the mean squared estimation error (see

expression 6).

E{(n[k] - y[k])2} • mbJimwn (6)
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The problem of detennining the optimal weights WI using the MS criterion, is generally known as the Wiener filtering

problem. The optimal solution for the filter coefficients derived by Wiener is given in equation (7), assuming no

correlation between the noise and the signal that is distorted by the noise.

w -R -1. R
-opt " ID:

(7)

In expression (3) R. is the autocorrelation matrix of the input signal x[k) of the fixed filter and RIl1 is the cross correlation

vector between the signals x[k) and n [k].

The computation of the optimal filter weights, thus requires a priori knowledge of these two quantities.

More theory about optimal Wiener filtering can be found in [2, p. 60-94), [3] and [4].

Generally the statistics of both signals are unknown, so it isn't possible to calculate the optimal filter coefficients. Also

they may vary in time, so one has to check for these variations and calculations have to be done again.

For real time filtering this may require costly hardware, because estimation or measurement of the statistical properties

of the signals has to be done very fast for real time applications.

A more efficient method is adaptive filtering. Adaptive filters have the ability to adjust their filter coefficients automati

cally and their design only requires little or no a priori knowledge of signal or noise characteristics. In a stationary

environment the adaptive filter, after successive iterations of the algorithm, converges, in average, to the optimal Wiener

solution.

Some well known applications for which adaptive filters arc used, are:

> Cancelling 60-Hz interference in electrocardiography ([4], [5], [6]);

> Cancelling electrosurgical interference in electrocardiography ([6]);

> Arrythmia detection in electrocardiography ([6]);

> Cancelling the maternal ECG in fetal electrocardiography ([6]);

> Cancelling noise in speech signals ([6]);

).. Cancelling antenna sidelobe interference ([6]);

4.2 Adaptive noise cancelling

The adaptive noise canceller is a popular way to use an adaptive filter for noise reduction. Others are, for example,

adaptive echo cancellers and adaptive signal predictors.

The adaptive noise cancellation scheme is used when the noise source can be measured. The obtained signal then already

is a good reference for the disturbing noise.

Figure 15 that is copied from [4] shows the basic problem and the adaptive noise cancelling solution to it. A signal s[k I
is transmitted over a channel to a sensor that also receives a noise n[k) uncorrelated with s[k). The sum of s[k) and n[kl

fonns the primary input to the adaptive noise canceller. A second sensor receives a noise x[k) uncorrelated with s[k I,
but correlated in some unknown way with the noise n [k). This sensor provides the reference input to the canceller.
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~~~ __8_lt._:}+_1I_fl._:}--------J+~ z[}J~[}J+r[}J
l::.J - --- I •

I: ,L~J 7:~ ,~J !

-.... I
L/ J

Figure 15, An adaptive noise cancellation scheme

The noise x[k 1is filtered to produce an output y[k) that is as close a replica as possible of n [k). This output is subtracted
from the primary input s[kl+n[kl to produce the system output zfk} = s[k)+n[k)- y[k].

The adjustment of the filter coefficients is accomplished through an algorithm that responds to an crror signal dependcnt,
among other things, on the filter's output to minimize the error signal.
It might scem that some prior knowledge of the signal s[k J or of the noise signals TI [k J and x[k 1would be needed before
the adaptive filter could be designed or before it could adapt to produce the noise cancelling signal y[k].

Widrow ct al. [4], however. show that little or no prior knowledge of s[k I. n[k) or x[k) or of their interrelationships,
either statistical or deterministic is required.
This analysis also shows that, for the asswnptions made on the page before this one, the output noise power is minimized
by minimizing the total output power. Additional assumptions are that s[k]. n[k], x[k] and y[k] should have zero mean.
The analysis is done as follows:

As can be seen from figure 15 the output is:

z[kJ- J'[k] , lI[k] - y[k]

Squaring and taking the expectations of both sides of this equation gives:

Because of the fact that s[k J is uncorrclated with the signals n[k J and y[k) this equation can be written as:

(8)

(9)

(10)
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The signal power E{S2[k)} will be unaffected as the filter is adjusted to minimize E{z 2[k)}. Accordingly, the minimum

output power is:

min(E{Z2[k]}). E{s2[k]} • min(E{(n[k] _y[k])2}) (11)

elkJ=s[k]+n[k]

When the filter output power E{~[k)} is minimized, E{(n[k)-y[k)f)} is, therefore, also minimized.

The output signal z[kJ, thus, will contain the signal s[k) and some noise. From the above analysis and especially from

equation (11) it can be concluded, that minimizing the total output power, minimizes the output noise power.

So if one would have a proper algorithm that minimizes the noise output signal, then the filter would be self designing

and (almost) no prior knowledge of the signals would be necessary.

One of the algorithms that gained a lot of popularity throughout the years is the Least Mean Square (or LMS) algo

rithm, developed by Widrow and Hoff. It gained most of it" popularity thanks to its simplicity. Because the LMS

algorithm also has been used to suppress the gradient field interference of the ECG, it will be explained in detail. Other,

often used algorithms will not be treated here. For those only references to literature will be made.

4.3 The LMS algorithm

To explain the basic principles of adaptive filtering the description of adaptive filtering used by Orfanidis [3] is used.

Instead of just referring to Orfanidis' description, the description of adaptive filtering is also shown in this report to let the

reader gain more insight in the domain of adaptive filtering and especially the LMS algorithm. Orfanidis starts explaining

adaptive filtering using the simplest possible filter: a filter with only one weight, as shown in figure 16. It is the intention

to make the best possible replica of the signal n [k).

The value of the used weight that has to be calculated should minimize the mean squared estimation error to satisfy the

MS criterion.

+ ~Z[lcJ=S{kJ+r{kJ
------------;;~~. L - >

,

J'Y[kJ=W.X[kJ

x[lJ------v-
Figure 16, The correlation canceller loop
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The mean squared output signal can bee"pressed as shown in e"pression (12), using the assumptions made in section

4.2.

J(w) D E{z 2[k]} D E{(e[k] - w· x[kJ)2} •

E{n 2[k]} + 2E{n[k]s[k]} + E{.r2[k]} - 2w E{s[k] . x[k]} - 2w E{n[k]' x[k]} + w 2E{x 2[k]} •

2 2 2 2 2o n + a • - wPnr + W 0 lI:

(12)

In equation (12) the following symbols are used: 0n
2=E{n2[k)}, o/=E{x2[k)}, O/=E{S2[k)} and p..=E{e[k].x(k)}.

To calculate for which value of w the estimation error will be minimized, we take the derivative of J(w) and set it to zero:

aT oz[k] 2- D2E{-z[k]} • -2E{x[k]z[k]} • -2p + 20 W DO
Ow Ow nr lI:

The dependence of the error J(w) on the filter coefficient w is parabolic (the function J(w) is of second order, see

equation (12», with an absolute minimum occurring at the optimal value of the filter coefficient as calculated in

expression (13). This parabolic dependence is shown in figure 17.

L-----------"-----------------c..

(13)

W opt w
Figure 17, The estimation error as afunction of the filter coefficient
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In adaptive filter theory. the filter coefficient is made time dependent: w ~w[kl, based on solving expression (13)

iteratively (see equation (14».

lim V{k]. lim aJ • lim (-2E{x[k]r[k])). 0
t.... t ..... Qw t .....

Thus the derivative of J has to approach zero for k-~oc. This is a gradient descent method. w[k I will be updated

according to equation (15), which is caBed the steepest descent algorithm.

w[k. I] • w[l] - u V [k]

(14)

(15)

In equation (15) a is the adaptation constant (a>O).

As the mean squared estimation error is a parabolic function with a global minimum. the gradient v[k] will always point

away from the minimum Jm¥i' Therefore the steepest descent algorithm as shown in expression (15) will simply go

opposite to the gradient direction to find the minimum.

Substituting the definition of v[k1(see equation (14)) the steepest descent algorithm will look like expression (16).

w[k.l] , w[l] • 2uE{x[k] r[kl} (16)

Convergence analysis of the algorithm [3, p. 282-283] will show that a has to satisfy the condition of expression (17),

for stable operation of the steepest descent algorithm.

(17)

The speed ofconvergence is controlled by how close 1 - 2a 0/ is to one. The closer its value is to unity (a very small),

the slower the algorithm will converge. Choosing a large a will lead to fast convergence of the algorithm. The fastest

convergence without causing instability of the stccpest descent algorithm can be obtained for:

1 1
u·-·-

2 0/ (18)

The purpose of the discussion was to show how the original Wiener filtering problem could be solved in an iterative

form. From the practical point of view, this reformulation is still not computable since the adaptation of the weights

requires a priori knowledge of the correlations Pn., and 0/ (see equations (13) and (16)).

In the Widrow-Hoff (or LMS) algorithm the steepest descent algorithm is replaced by one that is computable. Instead of

using a gradient v[k] that needs a priori knowledge of Pnx and 0/, it is replaced by an 'instantaneous' gradient vL.>,\S[k I by

ignoring the expectation instruction, see the equations (19) and (20).
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The LMS algorithm thus becomes:

w[k.l] • w[k]. 2cu[k]z[k]

The required calculations of the LMS algorithm are done in the following order:

» At time k, the filter weight w[k] is available;

» Compute the filter output y[k] =w[k l.x[k];

» Compute the estimation error z [k )=e [k) - Y[k );

» Compute the next filter weight w[k+1) = w[k) + 2ax[k).z[k);

» Go to the next time instant: k -~ k +1.

Adaptive filtering ofan ECG in an MR·scanner

(19)

(20)

The filter tries to decorrelate the signal x[k) from the output signal z[k]: if the weight w[k 1has more or less reached its

optimum value, then w [k +1] :::w [k I, and the adaptation equation (see expression (20)) implies also approximately

x[k ).z[k):::O (at least its average value).

Because of using an 'instantaneous' gradient in the LMS algorithm, the weight w [k) will never reach its optimal value

W OPI=Pnx O x' 2, but it will continuously fluctuate around it: Ctx[k )z[k) will never really equal zero value.

To simplify gaining insight in the LMS algorithm, analysis of the LMS algorithm will also be done for an adaptive filter
with only one adjustable weight. Furthermore the adaptation constant Ct is supposed to be small.

By using a difference coefficient d[k) as shown in equation (21) instead of the usual filter coefficient, the output signal

can be written as shown in expression (22).

%(1'] D x[k] d[k] • &[k]

(21)

(22)

In these expressions it has been used that n [k) =wept . x[k). Both the noise signals are generated by the same noise source
as shown in figure 15, 15, page 20, 20, but they are transmitted by different paths. The differences between these two
paths can be mOOeHed by the filter coefficient wept, for the case of one filter coefficient. It is the filter coefficient wept the
adaptive filter coefficient has to adapt to.
Substituting equations (21) and (22) in the LMS algorithm of expression (20), equation (23) can be obtained.
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Adaptive filtering ofan ECG ill an MR-scaJIIlLr

(23)

By assuming that signal x[k] is independent of s[k] and using E{s[k)} =0, equation (23) can be transfonned to:

E{d[k.1)} • E{(1 - 211X 2 [k])d[k]} -E{211x[k]s[k]} .E{(I- 211X 2[k]) d[k]} (24)

Because the adaptation constant a is small, the variation in d[k I is much slower than the variation in the signal .i'[k]. The

input signal x[k I and the difference weight d[k I may be treated as independent of each other and they can be separated

under E{.}. So the above difference equation can be written as:

E{d[k. 1]}=(l - 211E{x 2[k]})E{d[k)} • (1 - 2110/)E{d[k])

The initial difference weight, which is no random variable. can be wrinen as:

E{d[O]} • wopt - w[O] • d[O]

From expression (26) the following set of equations can be derived:

E{d[O]} • d[O]

E{d[I]} • (1 - 2« o/)d[O]

E{d[2]) - (1-211or
2)E{d[l]) - (1-2110/)2d [0]

E{d[k]) • (1 - 2110/)kd[O]

To let d[k I approach to zero (so w[k I will approximate LV ) for k -~

so 0<<<<_1_
0 2

r
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(26)

(27)

(28)
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A quantity describing the second order statistics of an adaptive filter is the mean squared output signal:

(29)

The mean squared output signal reaches its minimum JmiI for w[kl=w~(see equation (30».

The mean squared output signal can be written as a relative value j[k] as shown in equation (31).

- J[k] -JrzmJ[k].---==
J rzm

Through calculations (sec [2, p. 135]) it can be shown that the final misadjustment ] can be written as:

] -lim (j[kl) - a.o/
i ....

(30)

(31)

(32)

Equations (28) and (32) show that a determines both convergence speed and the final misadjustmcnt. However,
choosing a large a for fast convergence, will lead to a large final misadjustment. Choosing a small IX causes a smaIl final
misadjustmcm but also a slow convergence rate. Which value of a has to be chosen depends on the requirements for
convergence rate and final misadjustmem. Sometimes one can't satisfy both the required convergence rate and the

required final misadjustment and one has to choose a value of IX satisfying some 'suboptimum' situation for both the

convergence rate and the final misadjustment.

From equations (28) and (32) it can also be concluded that both the convergence speed and the final misadjustment are

depending on the variancea.2
• To cancel this dependence, the adaptation constant IX of the LMS algorithm can be divided

by 0/. The LMS algorithm is then called the Normalized LMS or NLMS algorithm (see equation (33)).

w[k.l] - w[k] • 2~ x[k]z[k]
0 2

"

- 26-

(33)
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4.4 The NLMS algorithm with N filter coefficients

For an adaptive filter with N filter coefficients the NLMS algorithm can be represented using vectors like shown in

equation (34) with ~[kl =(wo[kl,wl[kl, .. ,wN_I[kll. ~(kl has already been defined at the beginning of this chapter.

II
J!.[k.l] • J!.[k] • 2-x[k] r [k]

a 2
"

A RR filter with N coefficients is shown in figure 18. The adaptive filter coefficients are updated according to

equation (34).

(34)

~

-•.PI/---

JtjlJ J0-;l X/k-lj

-r~~-
w,ftI
I

%[l-2j

~
w,ftI
j-'

x[l-Jj xfl-NtZj

-:4
w•.PI
j-

T
x[k-N+lj

....++----4o-~

Figure 18, An adaptive FJRfilter with N filter coefficients

Analysis of adaptive filters containing N coefficients shows the following (see [2, p. 138-150)):

> Convergence requirements

0<11<_1_
.tux (35)

where Amax is the largcst eigenvalue of R •. Since tr(R.) is the total input power to the weights (tr(R.) is the sum of the
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diagonal elements of the autocorrelation matrix R.), a generally known quantity, and since tr(R.) > Amu, a sufficient
condition for convergence is:

0<<<<_1_
tr(RJ

» Final misadjustment

J. lim (j[k)) • ex •N
,t....

(36)

(37)

The equations shown in this paragraph are only faithfull in situations where the unknown system can be modelled by N
coefficients.
If one chooses to usc an adaptive filter with less than N coefficients this will not lead to an optimal solution for the
adaptive filtering problem, because there are too few filter coefficients for totally compensating the unknown system.
This can be compared to function approximation by developing Taylor series: the higher the order of Taylor series, the
better the approximation.

Other adaptive filter algorithms which are often used, arc:

> LMS/Ncwton and the Recursive Least Squares algorithms [3, p. 310-316];
> Variable Step Size Algorithm [9];
> Adaptive lattice filters [3, p. 316-323], [10];

The finally used adaptive filter algorithm is the LMS algorithm. Considerations thalled to the choice of this algorithm
are:
» The LMS algorithm is the simplest adaptive filter algorithm available: it was one of the requirements (sec chapter 1)

that the adaptive filter should be as simple as possible because of maintenance reasons;
» The LMS algorithm is also the adaptive filter which takes the least number of calculations to produce an output

sample. This was also one of the requirements with respect to the delay (due to processing time) of the ECG and with
respect to the eventual implementation of the algorithm on the scanner's own processor;

» In literature several cases have been described where the LMS algorithm has proven its good performance in noise
cancelling techniques in electrocardiography signal processing.

Initially the LMS algorithm has been used during simulations to gain more experience with adaptive filtering. The LMS
algorithm, however, showed that it could satisfy the requirements as stated in chapter 1 more than necessary.
These simulations will be described in the next chapter.
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5. The simulations

5.1 Construction of the simulations

As has been described in section 3.3, the program that has been written to simulate ECG distortion by MR gradient

fields, produces 30 seconds of corrupted ECG signal. These 30 seconds have been divided into two separate blocks of 15

seconds. During each block the ECG is distorted by a separate user-defined gradient field.

The listing of the program (Simulation program for gradient distortions in an ECG) is shown in Appendix B.

The ECG which was available from the M.I.T. database is a 100Hz low pass filtered signal. Because in the MR systcm

the ECG signal is 40Hz low pass filtered, extra filtering to the M.LT. ECG signal has been done with a 40Hz low pass

FIR filter, implemented in Pascal.

The gradient field is presented in a differentiated form to the program which takes care of the filtering of the induced

pulses (dcrivative of the gradient field). The results of 40Hz low pass filtering of this signal are added to the ECO signal,

in this way the corrupted ECG signal is crC<ltcd.

The implemented filter is a second order low pass filter which is programmed in such a way that both its damping ratio

and its cut off frequency can be adjusted very easily, see expression (38).

(38)

with s ~j Ii) • j2 xl. Ii) •• 2rr.f., I. is the cut oJ! frequency and C is the tkJmping ratio

The results of the program (the corrupted ECG signal, see s[k I + n [k I in figure 15) arc written to a file in ASCII format.

The sample frequcncy of the disturbed signal is 200Hz.

For simulation of the noise cancelling principle an additional reference signal (see signal x[k I in figure 15) is needed,

which has to be correlated with the distortion of the ECG.

To generate this reference signal the same input is used as for 'the corrupted ECO' simulation program. The difference

here is that the reference signal will be filtered by a somewhat different filter (different damping ratio and cut off

frequency, about 10%-15% deviation). This way, the adaptive filter in the noise canceller loop has to compensate for the

differences between the corrupting signal and the reference signal, which represents the differences between the two

realistic low pass filters due to component tolerances.

The results of this program, i.e. the data samples of the reference signal (also 200Hz sample frequency), are also written

to an ASCII file.

The characteristics of the two analogue low pass filters, used during all simulations, are:

ECG analogue low pass filter:

Reference ehannel analogue low pass filter:

cut offfrequency fc=40Hz, damping ratio {=0.7;

cut off frequency fc=43Hz, damping ratio '=0.9.
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The two flIes generated can be used as inputto the program in which the adaptive flIter algorithm is implemented. This
program contains the noise cancelling system for reduction of the noise in the ECG signal, caused by one gradient field.

The program uses an LMS algorithm to update the filter coefficients of the AR filter that processes the reference signal.
The program has been designed only for one gradient field and not for a system using three different gradient fields.
Designing the program for three disturbing gradient fields can cause a problem for the program user, because one may
not be able to distinguish the difference between problems caused by a specific MR gradient field or the problem caused

by using three different reference signals and an ECG disturbed by three different gradient fields at one time.

In Appendix C the listing of the program, used for simulation of the noise cancelling system for one gradient field is
shown. Most of the comments have been left out of this listing. For comments to the program the listing of the real time
adaptive filtering system of Appendix D can be used.
In these programs it is the routine 'FIRAlgorithm' that performs the FIR filtering of the reference signals. The routine
'UpdateAlgorithm' performs the update of the filter coefficients of the FIR filter. Subtraction of the filtered reference
signal from the distorted ECG signal is done in the main program.

5.2 The simulations

5.2.1 Adaptation speed and noise reduction

As derived in chapter 4, the adaptation speed is determined by the adaptation constant a: choosing a large a will cause
fast adaptation. Choosing a small adaptation constant a will lead to slow convergence. Choosing a too large will cause
instability to the algorithm. In figure 19 three examples are shown using the LMS algorithm. Figure 19a shows
adaptation for a=9.5*10-1 (instability), figure 19b for a=2* 10-1 (fast convergence) and figure 19c for a=10-3 (slower
convergence).
The disturbed ECG is the same signal as the corrupted ECG signal shown in figure l3a, page 16.
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Figure 19, Influence of the adaptation constant to the convergence speed and stability of the algorithm
Figure 19a: (1.=9.5*10 7

, Figure 19b: (1.=2*10 7
, Figure 19c: (1.=10 8

The noise reduction is determined by two parameters:
> the adaptation constant (1.: the smaller (1., the smaller the final misadjustrnent ']. This means a better estimation of the

optimal filter coefficients;
> The number of filter coefficients: the larger the number of filter coefficients the better an estimate of the unknown

system can be made.

The influence of the adaptation constant to the final misadjustrnent '] can't be shown in a situation as shown in figure 19.
Figure 19b for example, shows that choosing a relatively large adaptation constant already causes a large noise reduction,
which can't be distinguished visually from the obtained noise reduction when using a smaller adaptation constant.
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The influence of the used number of filter coefficients can be shown-by choosing only one filter coefficient pretending as
if there were only an amplitude correction to be made (see figure 20a). The results can be compared to figure 20b that
shows the same simulation but using 3 adaptive filter coefficients. In both cases the adaptation constant has the same
value. Figure 20c shows the ECG, that is free from additive noise.
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Figure 20, /nfluence of the used number offilter coefficients to the noise reduction.
Figure 20a: N=/, Figure 20b: N=3, Figure 20c: CleanECG

As can be seen from figure 20, raising the number of coefficients will lead to better estimation of the noise signal and
thus to better noise reduction by the noise cancellation technique. This, ofcourse, is only true if the needed number of
filter coefficients to model the unknown system, is equivalent or larger than 3. If more coefficients are used than needed,
than the final misadjustment will increase again as already has been explained in chapter 4.
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As has been shown in section 2.2 many different gradient fields (constructed of trapezia-like waveforms) can be

generated. An other characteristic of MR imaging that hasn't been mentioned in section 2.2 is that during scanning there

will be switched between different gradient fields. Knowing that two successive gradient field sequences can differ as

well in amplitude, flattimes as in repetition times, this is where the LMS algorithm has to show that it can track this

changing interference without loosing too much of the already obtained noise reduction.

Figure 21 shows the tracking performance of the LMS algorithm in an environment of two different successive gradient

fields. Figure 21a shows the results using 3 filter coefficients and figure 21b shows the results using 10 filter coefficients.

Figure 21c shows the distorted ECG at the point of switching between the two gradient fields. The gradient fields that are

used here are the same as the simulated gradient fields, shown in figure 13, page 16. Switching is done from the gradient

field with TR=25ms to the gradient field with TR=lOOms. The other parameters of the gradient fields can be found on

page 16.
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Figure 21, Tracking performance of the LMS algorithm in an environment of rapidly changing gradient fields

Figure 21a: N=3, Figure 21b: N=lO. Figure 21c: Distorted ECG
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Fig\lT~ 21 show~ !! big _differl;J1Ce between the tr!ic!@g ~rfQnnance of the LMS adaptive filter with 3.mter coefficients
(figure 21a) and the LMS adaptive filter with 10 filter coefficients (figure 21b). The cause of this is the periodicity of the
gradient fields.
The repetition time of the interference in figure 21a is 2Sms. Taking into account that the reference signal is the equiva
lent signal, it follows that there will also arise a periodicity in the values of the filter coefficients, because the LMS
algorithm for a filter with N coefficients (N)1) looks like shown in equation (39).

(39)

If the period time of the signal x[k I (the reference signal) is smaller than the total delay time of the FIR filter then the
samples that arc stored in the memory clements of the filter will also show periodicity. Because of the construction of the
LMS algorithm, see equation?, the values of the filter coefficients will be periodic after adaptation. With the used sample
frequency of 200Hz and the 25ms repetition time of the gradient field this means that the 'period length' of the values of
the filter weights is S coefficients.
Of course, when the change is made from the 25ms gradient field to the lOOms gradient field, the adapted values of the
filter coefficients at that time instant will not be a good solution for the lOOms gradient field. because the repetition length
of the filter coefficients doesn't fit the repetition time of the new gradient field.
A partial solution to this problem is never choosing more than 2 or 3 filter coefficients. This way only gradient fields with
a repetition time smaller than lOms (for 2 filter coefficients, 200Hz sampling frequency) or ISms (for 3 filter coeffi
cients, 200Hz sampling frequency) can cause bad tracking performance. In most of the cases though, where this problem
might occur, it won't even cause a problem for triggering. This is because the adaptive filter will 're-adapt' within a
maximum of one or two heart beats, depending on the value of the adaptation constant. For cardiac triggering the needed
R-peak can be 'read' by a detector long before the adaptive filter has fully adapted its coefficients (noise reduction of a
factor 2 will be enough in most of the situations for cardiac triggering).
Choosing a maximum of 2 or 3 filter coefficients means that the differences between the analogue filter in the ECG
channel and the analogue filter of the reference channel have to be as small as possible.
In chapter 7 it is shown that the use of 2 or 3 filter coefficients is sufficient to meet the specifications. The unknown
system to be modelled is dominated by the unknown position of the patient and by the non-ideality of the differentiator.

5.2.3 'Double talk' between ECG and noise

An other possibility to enhance tracking abilities of the LMS algorithm is to choose a large adaptation constant, without
exceeding the value that guarantees stability of the algorithm. This however will cause an other problem.
The LMS algorithm tries to determine the current correlation between the reference signal and the output signal of the
noise canceller. As shown in figure 22 on the next page (result of a Mathcad calculation) there is a correlation between
one period of the corrupting noise and one period of the ECG signal. When one would calculate the correlation using an
infinite time interval, then this correlation would be cancelled.
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Figure 22, (a) One period of the ECG signal, (b) One period oflhe noise signal, (c) Correlalion between the

signals of the figures (a) and (b)

Figure 22 shows that it is the R-pcak of the ECG signal that causes this so called correlation between the two signals.

This 'correlation' caused by the R-peak can also be a problem for adaptive filtering: the instantaneous gradient of the

LMS algorithm is calculated by multiplying the reference signal x(k) with the output signal z[k). Because the R-peak is

much larger than the rest of the ECG signal, this can cause a large change in the values of the filter coefficients: the

reference signal is no random signal, but it contains pulses which look a lot like the R-pcak of the ECG signal, although

they are less wide than the R-pcak. By multiplying the R-pcak with such a pulse, the filter coefficients are 'pushed' away

from their optimal values.

In the field of acoustic echo cancellation this effect is known as 'double talk' and it is described in [llJ.

Figure 23 shows the consequences of this pushing away. The value of the used adaptation constant is 10-7
• It is evident

from this figure that the distortion 'returns' for a short time after an R-peak has occured in the ECG signal. In [6, p. 788)
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this effect can also be seen for the case of adaptive cancellation of 60Hz interference in electrocardiography.
The problem only arises in a large extent when f1attimes are chosen such, that only one positive or negative induced pulse
coincides with the R-peak of the ECG signal, because the R-pcak is a positive pulse. When both a positive pulse and a
negative pulse would occur during the R-pcak, then the change due to one pulse will be cancelled by the change due to

the other pulse.

The used pulse sequence has the following parameters:
Amplitude: 7()()()();

trise: O.2ms;
tfIat1: 5Oms;
tfIat2: 25ms;
TR: lOOms.

Looking at the effect of the simultaneous occurence of the R-peak and an induced gradient pulse it is obvious that T-wave
enhancement (sec section 3.1), caused by the strong pulsation of the bloodflow in the static magnetic field, should be
avoided as much as possible. A large T-pcak could cause the same problems as the R-pcak.
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Figure 23, (a) Influence of the correlation between the ECG signal and the noise signal to the adaptive filtering ,

R=R-peak, (b) Distorted ECG

In tenns of designing the adaptive filter system, the problem can be cancelled by choosing a relatively small adaptation

constant. TIle LMS gradient is multiplied by the adaptation constant, so the change in the values of the filter coefficients

is also small. A disadvantage that arises when choosing a small adaptation constant is the slow convergence rate. As the

requirement is that noise reduction by a factor of 5 should be reached within a maximum of 5 heart beats, it can be
concluded from simulation results (see figure 19c) that for a smaller adaptation constant the requirements are still met.

The results of a simulation using a smaller adaptation constant (<<=2* 10-8) are shown in figure 24.
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Figure 24, (a) Effect ofchoosing a smaller adaptation constant to the influeru:e ofcrosscorrelation.

(b) Distorted ECG

An additional problem is that due to the slower convergence speed, the tracking performance of the algorithm will

deteriorate when using a small adaptation constant.
An alternative which doesn't affect the tracking performance as much as decreasing the adaptation constant permanently,
is to decrease the adaptation constant only periodically. This can be done, for exmnple, by decreasing the adaptation
constant each 0.75s (or 150 samples for 200Hz sample frequency) by a factor of 2. After 2.75s (550 samples) the

adaptation constant can be reset to its initial value "mu' The length of the time intervals for decreasing and resetting the
adaptation constant a can of course be chosen differently from the values mentioned before.
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The chosen values for these time intervals have been determined as follows:

Time interval/or decreasing the adaptation constant:

Looking at simulation results it appears that for using an adaptation constant of value 5'" 10-8
, the steady state is

reached between 100 and 150 samples (or about 0.75s) after the start of adaptation (see also figure 23, page 36

where an adaptation constant with a value of 10-7 has been used). Choosing 150 samples (0.75s) as a time interval for

decreasing the adaptation constant by a factor of 2 will be long enough to reach a steady state situation before the

adaptation constant will be decreased.

Time interval/or reselling the adaptation constant:

The determination of the length of this time interval is based on the fact of tracking requirements. If the adaptation

constant would not be reset to its maximum value a..... then the algorithm would only react very slowly to changes of

signals or the system. 2.75s (or 550 samples) has been chosen as a reasonable time interval for good tracking

performance. During 30% of this time interval, the maximum adaptation constant will be available. If changes in the

system occur during the remaining 70% the algorithm will converge slower, but by decreasing the adaptation

constant only by a factor of 2 each 0.75s, the algorithm will still be able to track changes fast enough. The effect of

the crosscorrelation between the noise signal and the information signal as described before will still be decreased

considerably as can be shown with a simulation (see figure 25 on the next page).

The parameters that arc used in this simulation, arc:

am.. = 5*10.8
;

Time interval for decreasing a:

Time interval for resetting a:

Decreasing factor:

0.75s (150 samples);

2.75s (550 samples);

2.

The gradient field used in this simulation is the same as the one used in the figures 23 and 24.

As can be concluded from this figure, the method of decreasing and resetting the adaptation constant performs well. Of

course some distortion will keep on returning when resetting the adaptation constant to its maximum value. A better

solution would be an automatical decrease-reset mechanism for the adaptation constant, which would decrease the

adaptation constant when possible and it would reset or increase the adaptation constant when needed.

In the next section two algorithms will be presented which should take care of this decreasing and increasing of the

adaptation constant automatically. These two algorithms, however, didn't perform very well in the environment of MR

gradient fields and the ECG signal.
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Figure 25, Effect ofchoosing a variable adaptation constant to the influence ofcrosscorrelation

53 Automatic control ofthe adaptation coefficient

An algorithm which performs the decreasing and increasing of the adaptation constant when possible and/or when

needed, is the Variable Step (VS) algorithm of Harris, Chabries and Bishop (see [9]). In general the VS algorithm

parameters can be selected to provide faster convergence and less misadjustrnent than the LMS algorithm, without

demanding a great increase of algorithm complexity.
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The VS algorithm uses a separate time variable adaptation coefficient for each weight update. The variations in these

adaptation coefficients are based upon sign changes in the gradient V[k] of the update algorithm (see section 4.3 for the

definition of this gradient). By detecting these sign changes, an estimate of the minimum mean squared error can be
made. The occurrence of a sign change in the gradient indicates that the optimal value of the filter coefficient lies

between the current value w[k) and the value of w[k-J). This is because the depence of the mean squared error J(w) is

parabolic (see figure 17, page 22). A sign change in the gradient V[k) (which is the first order derivative of J(w)) implies

passing the minimum mean squared error on the parabolic curve and the optimal value of the filter coefficient. The

adaptation coefficient can now be decreased, after which adaptation and the process of detecting a sign change and

decreasing the adaptation coefficient can continue, but now with a smaller final misadjustment. On the other hand, if a

sign change of V[k )doesn't occur within some samples, the adaptation coefficient can be increased, providing a higher

convergence speed.

The value of the adaptation coefficient is limited by the values amax and amino The value of amu is determined by stability

requirements of the algorithm (see section 4.4). The value of "min is determined by the requirements for the final

misadjustment.

The user of the VS algorithm is free to choose after how many sign changes (mo) (appearing in consecutive samples) a

decrease of the adaptation constant should be performed. The user of the algorithm is also free to choose after how often

a sign change didn't occur (mJ) in consecutive samples to increase the adaptation coefficient.

This way four useful implementations arc imbedded in the VS algorithm:

1 

2 

3 -

4 -

mo=I,mJ =oc:

mo> 1, mJ = oc :

m/ > mo> 1 :

This results in decreasing ",lk I with every change in sign of V,[k);

This results in decreasing ",lk) with every mo consecutive sign changes of V'j[k);

This results in a general decrease of aJk], useful in problems with stationary input

signals;

This results in a symmetric increase or decrease of a,[kj useful in problems with

nonstationary input signals.

Because implementation no. 4 should be useful with nonstationary input signals, this version of the algorithm should be

used because it is assumed to provide for a large adaptation constant if the residue error is large. It should provide for a

smaller adaptation constant if the residue signal r[k l is small. This should lead to cancellation of double talk problems.

However, choosing mJ = mo= 2 or 3 for example still doesn't solve the problems, caused by the double talk between the

information and the noise signal. The 'exploding' gradient of the LMS algorithm (when the R-pcak of the ECG occurs

together with a pulse of the reference signal) causes also a fast increase of the adaptation coefficient. This still causes

spikes after the R-peak.

Increasing m/ isn't a proper solution, because it should be increased to a value of at least 30 (covering the whole R-pcak)

samples. This however, leads to an approximation of implementation number 3: a general decrease of a,lk) without ever

getting a large adaptation constant when necessary. It isn't likely that there will be no sign changes of the LMS gradient

for 30 consecutive samples. This would imply a very large deviation of the optimal situation.

An other possible solution to the double talk problem that has been researched is to make the adaptation coefficients

dependent on a moving average value of the square of the LMS gradient x[k)z[k). An increase of this value would mean

an increase of the residue signal r[k) (meaning a bad estimate of the disturbing noise signal n [k D. By increasing the

adaptation coefficients in this situation a better tracking performance would be obtained. The adaptation coefficients

could be decreased again if the value of the moving average value of the square of the LMS gradient was decreasing
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again.

The disadvantage, however, which was convincing for not using this algorithm, was that choosing a small window to

calculate the moving average would still mean a large increase of the adaptation coefficients, when the product of the R

peak and the reference signal would result in a large value. Increasing the width of the moving average window would

still not solve the problem because the value of the moving average would stiIl be determined by the product of the

R-peak and the reference signal considerably.

One could also use the moving average value of the output power as a measure for the value of the adaptation constant. A

disadvantage that occurs with this algorithm is that the designer of the adaptive filter should have knowledge about the

ECG that has to be cleaned. However, the ECG differs with every patient. Other influences to the average power of the

ECG are:

~ Placement of the ECG electrodes: the placement of the electrodes determines the signal strength;

~ The occurence of T-wave enhancement as described in section 3.1. If T-wave enhancement occurs, this also means

more signal power.

If one doesn't know the power of the ECG signal, then there is no reference which one could use as a measure for the

absence of distortion.

A fourth possibility for automatic adjustment of the adaptation cocfficient is using the R-peak detection algorithm that is

already implemented in the scanner. By applying some delay one could increase the adaptation constant after detection of

an R-peak. The adaptation constant can be reset to a smaller value before an other R-peak will occur.

5.4 Simulation ofthe NLMS algorithm

The input power of the filter weights has been chosen as normalization variable. As the input power to the filter weights

is larger than the largest eigenvalue of the autocorrelation matrix of the reference signal, it is a good measure to use it as

normali;r.ation value to ensure stability of the algorithm (if chosen smaIler than unity of course). Furthermore it guarantees

the same convergence speed for weak reference signals as for stronger reference signals. This is shown in figure 26 on

the next page. Figure 26c shows distortion of the ECG caused by a gradient field with an amplitude of value 7()()()().

Figure 26a shows the results of adaptive noise cancelling using a reference signal with an amplitude of value 7()()()().

Figure 26b shows the same situation but now using a reference signal with an amplitude of value 25000.

It can be seen in this figure that through normali".ation, the power of the reference signal doesn't influence the adaptation

speed.

Normali7.ation also means that convergence speed will be independent of the input power to the FIR filter.
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Figure 26, Simulation of the NLMS algorithm. (a) Adaptation using a refereru::e signal with amplitude 70000. (b)

Adaptation using a refereru::e signal with amplitude 25000. (e) Distorted ECG
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6. Obtaining and processing of three reference signals

This chapter describes several configurations of adaptive filter systems for the problem of suppressing the interference in

the ECG caused by three different gradient fields.

6.1 Obtaining reference signals and their system configurations

6.1.1 Using an additional loop

In this paragraph three different ways for obtaining the reference signals in the MR-system are described.

One way is to place an additional loop near the patient. Best thing is that the loop is placed in the same position and

direction in the magnetic field as the loop formed by the ECG leads and the patient's body. By connecting this loop to a

second 'Hengel' a very good estimate of the interference is obtained. In this way, the adaptive filter only has to compen

sate for amplitude differences and for differences between the two 'Hengels' caused by component tolerances.

This way of obtaining a reference signal, however, is not desirable because it introduces extra hardware in the neighbour

hood of the patient, which will only add disadvantages to scanning and to the patient himself.

6.1.2 Using the MR-scanner software

An other method of obtaining a reference signal is to use the software of the MR-scanner.

Software, implemented on the scanner's processor calculates the gradient fields that have to be used. Knowing which

fields will be generated, it is possible to calculate an estimate of the interference that will arise in the ECG.

However, one doesn't know at which position the ECG electrodes and the loop are placed. It is thus only possible to

calculate the worst case situations for each separate channel: x, y or z. The calculated signals can be used as reference

signals to the adaptive noise canceller. The system thus has to be designed for three reference signals.

A big disadvantage of this method is the fact that the reference signals have to be calculated by the processor of the MR

scanner. The analogue filter, therefore, has to be approximated as best as possible by a digital filter implemented on the

processor. Calculations will lead to performance degradation of the imaging processes and it even may lead to more delay

of the ECG signal, depending on the fact wether or not the gradient field samples are available before the gradient fields

are actually generated.
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6.1.3 Using signals ofthe gradient amplifiers

A third method of obtaining a reference signal is to use the signals that are used by the gradient amplifiers. The gradient

amplifiers generate the currents for tlle gradient coils which generate the gradient fields.

For each channel of the gradient amplifier (x, y and z) a connector available (tlle so called current connector) which

produces a voltage tllat is proportional to tlle generated gradient field. This way a purely elecuical signal of tlle gradient

field is available. Because tllese are analogue signals tlley can be processed by analogue circuits. This way the perfor

mance representing tlle processor is maintained and no additional hardware in the neighbourhood of the patient is

necessary.

Two ways an adaptive filter system can be configured are: sequential processing of the reference signals, and parallel

processing.

Sequential processing is shown in figure 27.
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Figure 27, Sequential processing of the reference signals

This system will perform very well if tlle x, y and z reference signals are uncorrelated. If tllere is no correlation between

the reference signals then tlle first section will only reduce tlle noise caused by the x gradient field, tlle second section will

suppress the noise caused by the y gradient field and the third section will do tllis for the z gradient field.

If, however, the signals are correlated then the performance will degrade.

Take for example tllat the x, y and z reference signals are correlated. The distorted ECG will be processed for the x

gradient first. Because the x reference signal is correlated not only witll the interference caused by the x gradient but also

witll the y and z gradient, tlle adaptive filter will try to adjust its coefficients in such a way that the total interference will

be cancelled. Because it is impossible to estimate a signal consisting of three different signals using only one reference

signal, tllere will always remain interference. It is also probable that there will remain a lot of interference caused by tlle x

gradient. The filter will not adapt to its optimal filter coefficients to cancel the x gradient interference.

The output signal of the first section is used as tlle distorted signal to be cleaned in the next section. Because tlle first

section uied to cancel the total interference it changed the correlation between tlle y reference signal and tlle interference.

In a worst case situation it is not possible at all to cancel the remaining interference using the y or z gradient as a

reference signal.
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A situation for which the system does work correctly, is when the gradient that one wants to cancel with the fIrst section

is present very dominantly in the interference. The adaptive filter, then will almost only react for a correlation between

the reference signal of the fIrst section and its gradient field.

A configuration that doesn't suffer from the problems described above is parallel processing of the reference signals as

shown in figure 28.
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Figure 28, The adaptive filter system usedfor implementation in Pascal

In this case the sum of the output signals of the three filters is subtracted from the distorted ECG signal. By using the

output signal of the noise canceller as a feedback signal for all filters together the filter coefficients will be updated

according to the effect of using three reference signals.

An other system that would perform well, but only if the three gradient signals would always be uncorrelated, is the

system shown in figure 29.

A problem would arise when, for example, the x and y gradients in the interference were the same and equally strong

signals. This would result in an interference signal which has the same form as the x and the y gradient but has an

amplitude of two times the amplitude of the x or y gradient. Both the adaptive filter in the x channel and the adaptive

filter in the y channel would try to cancel for the interference caused by both the x and the y gradient fields. In the 'ideal'

case they would both produce a signal with the same form as the x and y gradient field, but with an amplitude twice as

large as the interference caused either by the x or the y gradient field. Both filtered reference signals will be subtracted

from the distorted ECG. One of the two reference signals will cancel the noise but the other will make the interference to

return in anti-phase.
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Figure 29, Adaptivefilter systemfor three uncorrelated interference and reference signals

6.2 Conclusion

The systems that have been described in section 6.1 have neither been simulated nor been implemented and tested. The

conclusion that parallel processing of the reference signals, as shown in figure 28, will probably perform best is based

upon the following fact: it could be shown that there are situations, which will occur regularly in the MR-system, for

which the other systems will not work correctly.

So far as they exist, situations for which it is obvious that parallel processing of the reference signals isn't a proper

solution to the adaptive filtering problem couldn't be found. Therefore it is concluded that parallel processing of the

reference signals will be the best solution for the adaptive filtering problem for the ECG signal in an MR-scanner.
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7. Real time adaptive filtering

In this chapter the used hardware and hardware configuration will be described. Measurement results are also discussed.

7.1 The hardware configuration

The chosen hardware configuration looks like shown in figure 30. It is suited to cancel interference caused by three

differcnt gradient fields. Thc gradicnt amplificr that supplies the currents for the coils which generate the magnetic

gradient fields are also used as a source for the reference signals. For each 'channel' of the gradient amplifier (x, y and z)

there is a connector available (the so called current connector) which produces a voltage that is proportional to the

generated gradient field.

The purpose is to create a reference signal that is a best possible replica of the distortion in the ECG.

According to Faraday's law of induction (see equation (3), page 14) the signals at the current connector have to be

differentiated. Furthermore, the output of the differentiators have to be 40Hz low pass filtered. The filter that is used for

40Hz low pass filtering has to be the same as the filtering part of the electronic circuitry used in the ECG 'Hengel' (see

also figure 11, page 12). After low pass filtering the signals are amplified.

The remaining differences in both channels (the reference channel and the ECG channel) have to be corrected by the

adaptive filter. The reference signal and the distorted ECG signal are acquired by the LAB PC+ Data Acquisition Card

(DAQ-card) of Nationallnstrurnents. The acquired samples (sample frequency 200Hz) are read by the real time adaptive

filtering program, shown in Appendix D. After processing by this program the output signal is written to the PC's

monitor screen.

The program is the implementation of three parallel adaptive filters which takes care of the reduction of the noise, caused

by a combination of three gradient fields. The system is shown in figure 28, page 46.

During the measurements an ECG simulator has been used instead of a patient. By connecting three leads to the ECG

simulator and forming a loop with these leads perpendicular to the z direction in the magnetic field (which is also

directed in the z direction) a patient situation could be emulated. The situation has been drawn in figure 31. By choosing

the right gradient field sequences, a corrupted ECG signal could be created. The 'ECG Hengel' was connected to the

loop.

For real time adaptive filtering only measurements with one gradient field are done as with the simulations. For practical

reasons the z-gradient field has been chosen as noise source, because then it was easier to place the loop in a certain

position in the magnetic fields.
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Gradient

Amplifiers
DistortedECG
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z

Figure 30, Hardware configurationfor real time adaptivefiItering

Loop (...... 71.Scm ~

~J-'"
I

ECG_:~L ___...
---,--------

Isimulator _ ...

Hen&d

Figure 31, Configuration usedfor emulation ofdistorted ECG's during measurements

7.2 The 'reference channel hardware'

The reference channel hardware consists of the differentiator, the analogue low pass filter and the amplifiers. The
analogue low pass filter is almost the same circuit as shown in figure II, page 12. The only change that had to be made to
this circuit, is that it should be designed for single ended input signals. The schematic that resulted from this change is
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Figure 32. The analogue low pass filter for the reference channel
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The differentiator is shown in figure 33.

R

C

Vi 0----1 f--------'----i

,------i+

·_----Qv
u

Figure 33, Schematic of the differentiator

The transfer function of the differentiator of figure 33 is:

dv,
v --RC-

U dt (40)

The product RC is the gain of the differentiator. Because of the trapezia-like form of the gradient fields, the value of the

differentiator's gain must be limited depending on the used supply voltage of the differentiator, the rise time of the

gradient field and the anlplitude of the gradient field: the maximum voltage at the current connector is lOY. The shortest

rise time that will be used in the future is O.2ms. Because one wants to avoid clipping of the differentiator, the

differentiatior's gain should take care of this problem.

When RC=I then the amplitude of the differentiated gradient field waveform would be 1O/0.0002=50kY. The used

supply voltage (the same as in the ECG Hengel) is l2Y. The RC gain thus has to be less than12/50000=2.4*IO-4s.

Because of parasitic capacitances at the input of the operational amplifier, the used capacitance should have a minimum

value of lOOnF. During the measurements, whose results will be described in the next section, a capacitance of 220nF

has been chosen and a potentiometer of IOkQ has been used. The variable resistor has been tuned in such a way that the

differentiator produces maximum output voltage without causing clipping.

As has been described before, the output of the differentiator is low pass filtered with 40Hz cut off frequency by an

analogue low pass filter, which is a copy of the filter of the ECG Hengel.

The output signal of the filter is connected to the input of a simple amplifier as drawn in figure 34.
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,-------1 +

Figure 34, Schematic of the amplifier circuit

The transfer fWlction of this circuit is:

(41)

The value of R1 is 10kQ and R2 is a potentiometer of 100kQ, so the maximum amplification of the circuit is 10. This

maximum gain of the circuit has been detemlined as follows:

Looking at the diagram of fWlction 'stor4' on page 65 of the Mathcad simulation, it is shown that for O.2ms rise time,

25mT/m anlplilude, the amplilude of the induced pulse has a value of 125. The corresponding impulse response of the

filter has an amplitude of almost 3V.

Because the amplitude of the output signal of the differentiator will have a maximum value of 12V, this means, that for

obtaining a maximum amplitude of almost 3V for the reference signal, the amplifier gain should be 10. The pulse at the

output of the differentialor is about 10 times smaller than the amplitude of the pulse used in the Mathcad simulation.

Of course the component values can be adjusted depending on the requirements of the reference signal and the used

supply voltages.
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7.3 Measurement results

Several gradient field sequences have been defined, using the 'toolbox' software of the MR-scanner.

The purpose of the measurements was to verify proper performance of the adaptive filter algorithm, meeting the

specifications mentioned in chapter 1.

In figure 35 the results of real time adaptive filtering are shown. The ECG has been disturbed by a gradient field

sequence with the following characteristics:

Amplitude:

trise:

tflatl:

tflat2:

TR:

IOmT/m;
O.6ms;

IOms;

5ms;

25ms.

Figure 35a shows the distorted ECG and figure 35b shows the adaptation process of the filtered ECG. The 'clean' ECG is

shown in figure 35c.

The figure shows that the specifications are met more than required: the noise reduction is larger than the required factor

of 5 (noise reduction factor is estimated visually), the convergence time equals of one half of a heart beat interval.

The adaptive filter was composed of two filter coefficients and the value of the maximum adaptation constant was 5*10,7.

The performance of the algorithm could be improved by using more filter coefficient.,.

Nonlinear distortion of the interference by the ECG filter probably caused worse performance. The nonlinear characteris

tics of the ECG filter for large input signals as the ECG interference caused some clipping of the interference. This

caused a decrease of the correlation between the reference signal and the interfering signal.
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Figure 35, Measurement results ofreal time adaptive filtering (a)Distorted ECG, (b) Adaptation process of the

filtered ECG, (c) Clean ECG

An other measurement that has been done is a so called frequency sweep measurement.
Using the toolbox a triangular gradient field is defined. The frequency of this gradient field is increased periodically:
every 3 seconds the frequency will be increased with 5Hz starting with a frequency of 10Hz and ending with a frequency
of 50Hz. This is done until a maximum frequency is reached, which is user defined. Increasing the frequency after this
maximum frequency has been reached, doesn't make sense for real time adaptive filtering, because the interference will
already be filtered out by the analogue ECG filter.
Figure 36 shows 15 seconds of distorted ECG. Figure 37 shows the adaptively filtered ECG.
During this measurement the same adaptive filter has been used as with the measurements of which the results are shown
in figure 35.
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Figure 36. Distorted ECG for the frequency sweep measurement
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Figure 37, Realtime adaptive filtering for the frequency sweep measuremenl
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The main conclusion that can be drawn from measurements, is that it is very importmlt that the analogue filter of the
reference channel is as much the same as the analogue ECG filter.
Measurements showed that if differences between the two filters are large, for example with different delay times of both
filters, then the number of filter coefficients of the adaptive filter needed to meet the specifications, will increase rapidly.
As mentioned before, it is also of much importance to avoid non linear distortion of the interference. This nonlinear
distortion causes a decrease of the noise reduction performance of the adaptive filter.
If automatic gain control is applied to the (distorted) ECG signal, then the nonlinear distortion will be removed.

Measurements using the NLMS algorithm showed that normalization of the adaptation constant with the input power to
the filter coefficients, made the filter very sensitive to low power signals like 60Hz interference, causing the filter
coefficients to fluctuate heavily. EspecialIy, it caused the filter coefficients 'to run away' from their optimal values when
they already had adapted and there was no reference signal present.
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8. ConClusions

The ECG signal in an MR-scanner is disturbed by time variant magnetic fields, the so called gradient fields. An adaptive

noise canceller should remove the noise that remains after analogue low pass filtering. A requirement for the design of

the adaptive filter is that it should take as few calculations as possible to produce an output sample. Furthermore it is

required that the algorithm should produce a noise reduction of at least a factor 5 within 5 heart beats. The extra delay of

the ECG signal due to adaptive filtering should be kept smaller than lms.

From simulations and measurements it can be concluded that the noise canceller, using the LMS algorithm for updating

the filter coefficients meets the requirements more than necessary. Because only 2 or 3 filter coefficients are used

(depending on the quality of the reference channel hardware), the extra delay of the ECG signal is much less than lms.

The convergence speed is fully determined by the adaptation constant. A large adaptation constant leads to faster

convergence.

The ma'\imum value of the adaptation constant is limited by stability requirements of the algorithm. The maximum value

of the adaptation constant that can be chosen depends on the input power of the filter weights.

A large adaptation constant also leads to a larger final misadjustment of the filter coefficients from their optimal values.

Simulations however, showed no visual effect on the final misadjustment of choosing a different adaptation constant,

because also for a large adaptation constant a large noise reduction is obtained. So the value of the adaptation constant

can be chosen as large as possible, of course without causing instability.

Switching between different gradient fields can cause bad tracking perfonnance of the algorithm, because the periodic

interference signal causes periodicity in the values of the filter coefficients. This leads to an optimal solution of filter

coefficients only for the current interference signal. The periodicity of the filter coefficients depends on the total delay

time of the filter in combination with the repetition time of the gradient fields.

The problem can be solved by minimizing the used number of filter coefficients. Without loosing the good performance

of the filter regarding convergence speed and final noise reduction, this can only be done when the reference signals are

highly correlated with the interference signal. For the hardware in the reference channel this means that, especially the

analogue low pass filter should match the analogue ECG filter in the Hengel as much as possible.

Measurements showed that the nonlinear characteristics of the ECG filter could cause a considerable deterioration of this

correlation. Using automatic gain control could solve this problem.

Double talk between the ECG and the interfering signal also causes deterioration of the noise reduction performance of

the adaptive filter.

In the update algorithm, the output signal of the noise canceller is multiplied with the reference signal. The strong R-pcak

of the ECG signal in the output signal 'pushes' the filter coefficients out of their optimal adapted situation. This causes the

interference to retum in the output signal. A solution to this problem is to decrease the adaptation constant. This makes

the algorithm less sensitive to influence of the strong R-peak to the values of the filter coefficients.

A better solution is to decrease the adaptation constant only when this is necessary, because a permanent decrease of the

adaptation constant causes worse convergence speed and tracking performance.

Algorithms for automatically in- and decreasing of the adaptation constant would be the best solution to this problem.

The traditional Variable Step algorithm and adjustment of the adaptation constant based upon moving average values of

the LMS-gradient or the output power of the noise canceller are algorithms that could be used for this purpose. They,
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however, showed too many disadvantages to obtain a good performance.

Comparing the advantages and the disadvantages of three different configurations of adaptive filter systems for the
suppression of three different interference signals, it can be concluded that the 'parallel processing method' will perform
best of those three systems. The two other systems will have a bad performance when at least two of the interfering
signals are correlated.
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Appendix A: A Mathcad simulation of the gradient distortion
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The distortion of the ECG signal can be defined by taking the derivative of the gradient field
and send it through a low pass filter, similar to the filter used to filter the ECG signal.

Definition of the gradient field:

trise := 0.6·ms l11atl= lA·ms l11al2 = OA·ms amp = 0.01

delay := 2·trise.,. l11atl

1= O,IO·flS .. 70ms

Irapl (l,trise,lnall,amp) = 1 1<trise , ::'1'1I<trise.,. Inatl,amp '11<2·trise .. l11atl,- ::'(1 - trise - l11all) .,. amp,O]]]

vI (I ,trise , l11at! ,amp) = j((I<O) • (1>2·trise.,. Inatl),O,lrapl{I,trise,lfiat!,amp»

trap2{I,trise,lnal2,arnp) := 1 1<!rise, ~~'I'1 1<!rise t- lfial2,amp '11<2· trise t- l11al2,- ::'(I - trise - l11al2) .. amp ,0]]]

V2(I,!rise ,lfial2 ,amp) = j((I<O) .. (1>l11at2.,. 2· trise), 0 ,lrap2{ I, trise, lfial2 ,amp»

grad{I, !rise, l11atl ,Ifial2,amp ,delay) = vI (I, trise,lnatl ,amp) - v2{1 - delay ,!rise, l11at2,amp)

O.QlS ,-----.-------,

grad(t, lrige, tnat!, tnlll2, amp, delay)

2010

t

-o.OlS'-----L------'
o

Derivative of the first gradient field: distl(l) = ~-grad{I,trise,lfiall,lfiat2,amp,delay)
dl

Definition of a gradient field with a shorter riselime and a greater amplitude:

trise:= 0.2·ms tflatl := 1.4·ms tflal2= OA·ms amp:= 0.025 delay := 2·trise.,. tflat!

0.03,-----.-------,
~

O.OIS -

20

-

grad(I,lrige,t11atl,t1llll2,amp,delay) 0 f- \I
-o.01Sf- U
-Q.Q3'-- L..-I__---'

o 10

I
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-Introducing repetition of the distortion with a repetition time (TR) of 50 ms :

TR= 50'ms

disl.seql(l);= disII (I) + disl\(t - TR)

disUicql(t) Ohf-------...,IIL---t

I I I
-20

0 20 40 60

t

IDS

disl.seq2(1) := dist2(I) + dist2(I- TR)

200 I I I

diU_scq2(t) 0 ~
-200

I I I

0 20 40 60

..!...
IDS

Defming the low pass filter and calculations made in the frequency domain:

numb.samples= 16384

~l =0.2

f:= _num_b-,_,-sa_m-,pc..les_
~l

Ie:= 0 .. numb.samples - I

Ie
'k:= f

Number of samples per 0.2 seconds

Samplefrequency: f = 8.192.10
4

._ 0 numb_samples
J- ..

2
Ii:= 0.1 g. := f· j t Ii

I numb.samples

Dcfmition of the
frequency domain

Definition of the transfer funclion of the ECG low pass filter:

~I := 0.309

001 := 2·n·44.2

~;=0.9

002 := 2·n·40.2
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100 100010

3.142r--....-....,..--,-r--,

1.S711-------++---,

-3.142L--........- ........--L--'"
0.1

-1.S7I1-----'T+--'r---i

100 100010

'\
\

I I I

-S

-IS

-20
0.1

-10

Discretization of the time signals and calculation of their Fourier transforms:

-10
mean(nl) = 1.602-10 Nlo FFf(nl)

mcan(n2) = 0 N2 0 fFf(n2)

Spectra of the unfiltered distortions:

0.4

oL-__L-__.J...o::::>'<'..lU..J

0.1

YI.=H·NI
J J J

Spectrum of the filtered distortion:

0.02 ,..--.---,---.----,

100 1000
o'--"=--'-_..>L--'-LUo._--.I

0.1

cl- lFFf(YI) Inverse Fourier transform of the filtered distortion:

0.111 r-;--.......--Ir----..,

0.04

elk N {\r----
~.031 f-

200
-{).I02'--"----"-V---'-I----'

o 100

\:
IllS
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0.04 '----Y--""""T---,r--,

100 100010
o'"""''---'-_--.:&.--J.........~___'

0.1

c2;= IFFf(Y2)

I

N f\,

3f-

7
V I

0.125

0.239

-<l.21

-<l.lO

o 100.. 200

Because the filter's cut-off frequency is about 40Hz, the pulses of dist_seq will act like delta
functions to the filter. If a negative pulse will follow a positive pulse with a delay of only 1 or
2ms, this negative pulse will 'pull' down the output signal of the filter, resulting in a small output
signal of the filter.
So the worst case for the strength of the interference is when the flauimes are large, Le. the
negative pulse doesn't influence the positive pulse. In the following simulations, the sequences
will only contain one rising slope, to investigate the influence of the larger amplitude and shorter
risetime in this worst case situation.

trisc:= 0.6·ms amp:= 0.01

1= O,1O·,.Is.. 10·ms

slope I (I, lrisc, amp) .= if(t<trise,::.t,amp)

I I

om

Islopel (I,1ris:,amp)

0
I I

0 2 4

...!...
lIB
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disl3(t):= ~slopel(t,lrise,amp)
dt

20 1 1

-

dist3( 1) to - -

I
0

0 2 4

1

ms

trise= 0.2·ms amp := 0.025

slope2(t,trise,amp) =if(t<trise,::.t,amp)

0.04 .------r-I---r-I---,

slope2(t.lrisc.amp) 0.02

42

oL-__---' ---'-_-'

o

disI4(1) = ~slope2(t,lrise,amp)
dl 2OO,----r----r----,

dist4(t) 100 -

o'-'-__----ll '--I----'

o 2 4

k
lk f

n3k :~ disl3(~) N3:= 1'1'1'(03)

Y3
j

= Il{N3j c3:= m:r(Y3)

n4k .= disI4(lk) N4= Ft:r(n4)

Y4
j

:= Ilf N4
j

cA:= IFFr(Y4)

1

~k : ~\...----------t

200 200100

;.

-I '---------''-------'
o

_IL- ..J.' ---'

o 100

;.
ms
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This last simulation evidently shows the influence of the larger amplitudes and the shorter
risetimes.
The main conclusion that can be drawn from this last simulation is:

By increasing the amplitude with a factor of 2.5 and by decreasing the risetime with a factor of
3, the amplitude of the disturbing pulses (proportional to dB/dt) will increase by a factor of
3*2.5=:7.5 .
However, the width of these pulses also decreases by a factor of three because of the shorter
risetime.
Because the filter has a cut-off frequency of only 40Hz the pulses of O.6ms and O.2ms duration
will approximately behave like delta functions. For the response of the filter then, it is the
surface of these pulses which determines the fmal amplitude of the filters outputsignal.
The surface of the pulses only increases with a factor of 2.5. so the distortion caused by the
gradient fields will also at most increase with a factor of about 2.5. This could be more because
this is only an approximation of the reality: the pulses aren't real delta functions, they are only
approximations of them.
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Appendix B: Listing of the ECG distortion program

PROGRAM Filter_Response (Input,Output);

{This program simulates an EGG distorted by gradient fields ofan MR-scanner. The kind offield that will be applied

can be defined by the user of the program. The kind ofanalogue EGG filter that will be used can be changed by

varying the constants 'z' and 'fc'.

The filler's response is calculated by first 'FF[-ing' one distortion's pulse sequence, multiplying the result with the

transfer function of the EGG-filter, then IFFf its result. The inverse Fourier transform ofthe frequency response then

represent-s the response of the filter due to excitation by one pulse sequence of the distortion. Because of the linearity

principle the response of the filter due to repetition ofpulse sequences can be calculated by adding time delayed

versions of the already calculated filter response. Adding the result of the superposition to a real EGG (which was

available from the M.l.T.-database) gives the result of simulating an EGG that has been corrupted by gradientfields of

a MR-scanner. The 30 seconds ofdistortion are divided into two equal, user defined parts of interference.

The results of the simulation will be written to afile named data.pm in ASGII format.}

USES
Dos, Crt;

CONST

nn

nn2

Pi

z
fc

= 2048;

=4096;
= 3.141592654;

=0.7;
= 2*Pi*40;

{Number ofsamples usedfor the FFT}

{2*nn}

{damping ratio of the analogue ECG-filter}

{cut-offfrequency of the analogue EGG-filter}

TYPE
gldarray

datnarray

seqarray

VAR

ii,i,isign,m,1R

datal

data2

data3

datl,ECG

= Array [1 ..nn2) Of single;

= Array [1..40) Of single;

= Array [1..60(0) Of single;

: integer;

: gldarray;

: dataarray;

: scqarray;

: text;

{fhe functions 'u' and 'v' will be used in the routine 'GalcFreqResponse' to calculate the real and imaginary parts of

the transfer function II atfrequency f}
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FUNCTION u( f : single) : single;

Begin
u:=sqr(sqr(fc»+sqr(2*Pi*f)*(sqr(2*Pi*f) - 2*sqr(fc)-4*sqr(z)*sqr(fc»);

End;

FUNCTION v( f: single) : single;

Begin
v:=(2*Pi*f)*(sqr(2*Pi*f)*4*z*fc-4*z*fc*sqr(fc»;

End;

PROCEDURE GenerateData ( Var TR

Var datal

: integer;

: gldarray);

{In this procedure the dalasamples ofone pulse sequence, which is the induced interference in the ECG•. is calculated.

The pulse sequence is the derivative of the gradientfield}

Var
i,j : integer;

Trise, Tflatl, Tflat2, Amp: single;

Begin
ClrSer;

Writeln;

WriteCDefinc the gradientfield"s amplitude (ECa amp. ea. 10(0): ');
Rcadln(Amp);

Writeln;

WriteCDefine the gradientfield"s repetition time in ms (integer value): ');

Rcadln(TR);

TR:=Round(TR/5);

Writeln;

WriteCDefine the gradientfield"s risetime in ms: ');

Rcadln(TRise);

Trise:=Trise* 1E-3;

Writeln;

Write('Define the gradientfield"s first f1attime in ms (Tflatl): ');

Readln(Tfiat1);

Tflat1:=Tflatl *1 E-3;

Writeln;
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Write('Define the gradientfield"s second flattime in ms (Tflat2): ');

Readln(Tflat2);

Tflat2:=Tflat2*lE-3;

i:=l;

While i<nn2 Do Begin

If i<=2*Round(Trise*1 E4) Then Begin
data1[i):=Amp;

datal [i+1):=Q;

End Else If i<=2*Round«Trisc+Tflatl)*lE4) Then Begin
datal [i):=Q;

datal [i+l):=Q;

End Else Ifi<=2*Round«3*Trise+Tflatl)*lE4) Then Begin
datal [i):=-Amp;

data lli+1):=0;

End Else If i<=2*Round«3*Trisc+Tflat1+Tflat2)*1E4) Then Begin
datal [i):=O;

datal [i+l):=Q;

End Else Ifi<=2*Round«4*Trise+Tflatl+Tflat2)*lE4) Then Begin
datal [i):=Amp;

datal [i+l):=Q;

End "~Ise Begin
data 1[i):=O;

data 1[i+1):=Q;

End;

i:=i+2

End;

End;
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PROCEDURE fourl( nn,isign

Var datal

: integer;

: gldarray);

Adaptive filterillg ofan ECG ill an MR -SCa1lller

{This routine replaces the array DATAl by its discrete Fourier transform ifISIGN is input as -lor replaces the array

DATAl by NN times its inverse discrete Fourier transform if ISIGN is input as 1. DATAl is a complex array of length

NN or, equivalently, a real array of lengt 2*NN. NN MUST be an integer power of2 (this is not checkedfor!).}

Var
iiJj,n,mmax,m,j,istep,i

wtemp,wr,wpr,wpi,wi,theta
tempr,tempi

: integer;

: double;
: single;

Begin
n:= 2*nn;

j:= 1;

For ii := 1 To nn Do Begin

i:=2*ii-l;

If (j > i) Then Begin

tempr:= datal[j];
tempi:= datalO+I];

data101 := datal [i];

datal[j+l] := datal [i+l];

data I [i] := tempr;
datal[i+l] := tempi

End;
m :=n Div 2;
While «m >= 2) And (j > m» Do Begin

j := j-m;

m :=m Div2

End;
j :=j+m

End;

mmax :=2;

While (n > mmax) Do Begin

istep := 2*mmax;

theta := 6.283185307179591(isign*mmax);
wpr := -2.0*sqr(sin(0.5*theta»;
wpi := sin(theta);

wr:= 1.0;

wi :=0.0;
For ii := 1 To (mmax Div 2) Do Begin

m:= 2*ii-l;

For jj := 0 To ((n-m) Div istep) Do Begin
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i := m + ij*istep;

j :=i+mmax;

tempr := wr*datal [j]-wi*datal u+I];

tempi := wr*datalu+l]+wi*datal[j];

datal [j) := datal [i]-tempr;

datalU+l] :=datal[i+l]-tempi;

datal [i] := datal [i]+tempr;

datal [i+l] := datal[i+l]+tcmpi

End;
wtcmp:= wr;

wr:= wr*wpr-wi*wpi+wr;

wi := wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi

End;
mmax := istep

End
End;

PROCEDURE CalcFreqResp (Var datal: gldarray);

{ This roUline calculates the frequency response ofthe analogue filter due to eXl:itation by the gradientdistortions.

ROUline "fourl" has already calculated the Fourier transform of the distortions ofthe unfiltered distortions, which

are taken as the direct derivative of the gradient/ield. Multiplication ofthis Fourier transform with the

transformfunction of the analogue filter will result in the frequency response of the analogue filter. The results will be

stored in the array 'DATAl' in the same way as has been done before: real and imaginary parts of the coefficients are

stored alternately}

Var
f,ReH,ImH,tmpr,tmpi : single;

: integer;

Begin

{Calculation of the frequency response for f=O}

f:=O;

ReH:=sqr(sqr(fc»*u(f)/(sqr(u(f)+sqr(v(f));

ImH:=sqr(sqr(fc»*v(f)/(sqr(u(f)+sqr(v(f));

tmpr:=data1[I)*ReH-datal [2]*ImH;

tmpi:=datal[l)*ImH+datal [2]*ReH;

datal [l]:=tmpr;

datal [2]:=tmpi;

{Calculating the real part ofII at frequency f}

{Calculating the imaginary part of II atfrequency f}

{Calculating the real part of the freq. response at freq. f}

{Calculating the imaginary part ofthefreq. resp. atfreq.f}
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{Calculation of the frequency response for f=4.88, 9.77, 14.65, .. , ,4995.12Hz}

i:=3;

f:=lE4/nn;

While i<nn Do Begin
RcH:=sqr(sqr(fc»*u(f)/(sqr(u(f)+sqr(v(f));

ImH:=sqr(sqr(fc»*v(f)/(sqr(u(f)+sqr(v(f));

tmpr:=datal[i] *ReH-datal[i+1]*ImH;

tmpi:=data I [i]*ImH+datal[i+1]*ReH;

dataI [i]:=tmpr;

dataI [i+I ]:=tmpi;

data I [lln2-(i-2)]:=tmpr;

datal [nn2-(i-3)]:=-tmpi;

[:=f+1E4/n1l;

i:=i+2

End;

[:=5000;

RcH:=sqr(sqr(fc» *u(f)/( sqr(u(f))+sqr(v(f));

tmpr:=datal[i]*ReH-datal [i+ I ]*ImH;

datal [nn+l]:=tmpr; (lm(I/(5000)) has to be 0 because ofsymmetry reasons: all used signals are real and so the}

datal [nn+2]:=O; {FFT of/his real signal has to be symmetrical}

End;

PROCEDURE Fs_200Hz ( datal

Var data2

: gldarray;

: dataarray);

{ In this routine, the samplefrequency will be lowered from 10kHz to 200Hz. The fact that the imaginary part of the

filteroutput equals zero will be taken into account by leaving all the imaginary parts out of the new data-array}

Var
i,j : integer;

Begin
i:=l;

j:=l;

While j<nn2 Do Begin
data2[i]:=datalOJ;

i:=i+l;

j:=j+lOO;

End;
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i:=1;

While i<=40 Do Begin

data2[i]:=data2[iVnn;

i:=i+1;

End;

End;

{ Scaling the results ofthe}

{ Fouriertransformations }

Adaptiye filtering ofa1I ECG in all MR-scaJI1Ier

PROCEDURE Supcrposition_and_ECG ( 1R

data2

VarECG

Var data3

: integer;

: dataarray;

: text;

: seqarray);

{Superposition of responses of the filter due to excitation by delayed pulse sequences. Furthermore an ECG signal will

be added to the distortion. This ECG signal is from the MIT database and has been 40Hz low pass filtered}

Var

ECGData
ij,k

: real;

: integer;

Begin

j:=l;

For i:=l To 15000 Do Begin

Rcadln(ECG, ECGData);

k:=i Mod 5;

If k=1 Then Begin

data3[j]:=ECGData;

j:=j+1;

End;

End;

{The ECG has been sampled at 1kHz, so by taking eachflfth sample. the sample}

{frequency can be reduced to 20011z}

{Superposition of the responses of the filter due to excitation by delayed pulse sequences}

i:=O;

j:=O;

While (j*1R)<=3000 Do Begin

For i:=l To 40 Do Begin

data3U*TR+i]:=data2[i]+data3U*TR+i];

End;

j:=j+l;

End;

End;
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BEGIN
Assign (datI, 'C:\winmcad'mcd'data.pm1;

Rewrite (datI);

Assign (ECG, 'C:\winmcad'mc<f\outpdat.pm1;

Reset (ECG);

{Calculation of the first part of the simulatedfilter response}

GenerateData(TR, dataI);

isign:=-l;

fourl (data l,nn,isign);

CalcFrcqResp(datal);

isign:=l;
four I (dataI ,nn,isign);

Fs_200Hz (datal, data2);

Supcrposition_and_ECG (TR, data2, ECG, data3);

m:=l;

While m<=3000 Do Begin
writeln(datl,data3[m]);

m:=m+l;

End;

{Calculation of the second part of the simulatedfilter response}

GenerateData(TR, datal);

isign:=-l;
four I (datal,nn,isign);

CalcFreqResp(datal);

isign:=l;

fourl (datal,nn,isign);

Fs_200Hz (datal, data2);

Supcrposition_and_ECG (TR, data2, ECG, data3);

m:=l;

While m<=3000 Do Begin
writeln(datl,data3[m]);

m:=m+l;

End;
Close (datI);

END.
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Appendix C: Simulation program of the adaptive noise canceller

PROGRAM Adaptivc_Noise_Canceller_Simulation ( Input,Output);

{This program has been used to simulate the adaptive noise canceller to reduee an interference signal corrupting an

ECG. The corrupted ECG signal has been calculated by the simulation program ofAppendix B. This program can

only be used for an ECG disturbed by one gradientfield.}

USES
Dos, Crt, Graph;

CONST
N
amax

=3;
= 2c-2;

TYPE
GldArray = Array [l..N] Ofreal;

VAR
key

RefInp, DistECG, OutpData

Inp, FiltcrCocf, Oldcocf, AdaptConst

FIROutp, OutpSamplc,ECG,z,Shown,DistECGSamplc,a

N_ctr,Decr_a_ctr,RcInit_ctr,j,HP_line,HP_ECG,GD,GM,choicc

YDefl,Scr_Part.,Temp,RE_det,y,NumbOfSamplcs

: char;

: text;

: GldArray;

: real;

: integer;

: integer;

PROCEDURE FIRAlgorithm ( Inp, Filtcrcoef

N_ctr

Var FIROutp

: GldArray;

: integer;

: real );

{ Procedure to perform the FIR filter algorithm,following the transversal filterstrueture }

Var
Mult: real;

m,j: integer;
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Begin

FIROutp := 0;

m :=N3tr+l;

For j:=1 To N Do Begin

If m>N Then {Proceed at the beginning of the array when the end of the array is reached}

m:=I;

Begin
Mult := FilterCoefTj]*Inp[m];

FIROutp := FIROutp + Mult;

m:=m+l

End;

End;
End;

PROCEDURE UpdateAlgorithm (

Var
j,k,r : integer;

x,Norm : real;

Begin
If RcInit_ctr=550 Then Begin

a:=amax;

ReInit_ctr:=O;

End;

If Decca3tr=150 Then Begin
a:=a!2;

Decca3tr:=O;

End;

k :=N3tr+l;

Norm:=O;

Inp

OutpSample

N_ctr

Var ReInicctr,Decca_ctr

Var z,a

Var FilterCoef
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: GldArray;

: real;
: integer;

: integer;

: real;

: GldArray);
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For j:=1 To N Do Begin

Nonn := Nonn+sqr(InpU]);

End;

IfNorm<O.OI Then
Norm:=O.OI;

x:= a*OutpSample/Norm;

z := OutpSample*Inp[N_ctr];

For j:=l To N Do Begin

Ifk>N Then
k:=I;

FilterCoef(j] := FilterCoef[j] + (x*Inp[k]);

k:= k+l

End;

ReInit_ctr:=ReInicctr+1;

Decr_a_ctr:=Decr_a_ctr+1;

End;

Adaplive jillering ofan ECG in an MR-scanner

PROCEDURE Graphics (

Begin

If RE_dct=599 Then Begin

Scr_Part:=Scr_Part+ 1;

If Scr_Part>3 Then
Scr_Part:=I;

y:=Scr_Part*150;

MoYeTo(20,y-50+Temp);

HP_ECG:=20;

HP_line:=20;

RE_det:=O;

End;

ECG:=-Shown;

YDefl:=Round(ECG);

Temp:=YDefl;

YDefl:=YDcfl+y-50;

SetColor(O);

Shown,ECG

Var RE_det,Scr_Part,Temp

Var HP_ECG,HP_line,YDefl,y
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Line(HP_Iine,y-150,HP_Iine,y);

Line(HP_Iine+15,y-150,HP_Iine+15,y);

HP_line:=HP_Iine+l;

SeLColor(15);

LineTo(HP_ECG.YDefl);

HP_ECG:=HP_ECG+1;

RE_det:=RE_det+1;

End;

Adaptive filtering ofall ECG in all MR-scanner

PROCEDURE FilLercoefficients (

Var
i,j : integer;

Begin

Filtercocf : gldarray;

Var Oldcoef : gldarray );

For j:=O To N-l Do Begin
SetColor (0);

line (50+j *5,300,5O+j*5,300-Round(OldCoef[N-j]*200»;

SetColor (5);

line (50+j*5,300.50+j*5,300-Round(Filtercoef[N-j]*200»;

End;

For i:=1 To N Do Begin
Oldcoef[i]:=Filtercoef[i];

End;

End;
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PROCEDURE Initialization ( Var choice,HP_ECG,HP_line,N3tr,ScCPart,GD,GM

Var RE_det,NumbOfSamplcs,Temp

Var a,Z

Begin

Writeln ( 'Which item do you want to be displayed?');

Writeln;
Writeln;
Writcln ( '1 :::: The adaptively filtered ECG-signal;');
Writeln ( '2:::: The Filtercoefficients;');

Writeln ( '3 :::: The FlR-output signal (The noise cancelling signal); ');
Writeln ( '4 :::: The correlation between the reference signal and the filtered ECG; ');
Writeln ( 'S :::: The distorted ECG-signal.');
Writeln;
Writcln;
Writeln;
Write ('Your choice: ');
Readln (choice);

While «choice<l) Or (choice>S») Do Begin
ClrScr;
Writcln ( 'Wrong choice!');
Writcln;
Writeln;
Writeln ( '1 = The adaptively filtered ECG-signal;');
Writeln ( '2 = The Filtercocfficients;');

Writeln ( '3 = The FlR-output signal (The noise cancelling signal); ');
Writeln ( '4 :::: The correlation between the reference signal and the filtered ECG; ');
Writeln ( 'S:::: The distorted ECG-signal.');

Writeln;

Writeln;
Write ( 'Choose again: ');
Readln (choice);

End;

a:::::amax;
N_ctr:=O;

HP_ECG:=20;
HP_line:=20;

Scr_Part:=O;
GD:::::9;
GM:::::2;
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z:=O;

RE_det:=599;

Temp:=0;
NumbOfSamples:=l;

ReInicctr:=l;

Decca_ctr:=l;

InitGraph (GD,GM,'C:\bp7'bgi);

IfGraphResult <> grOk Then
Halt(l);

Setcolor(3);

Ifchoice=2 Then
line(50,300,50+5*N-l,300);

End;

BEGIN
Assign (RefInp, 'C:\WINMCAD\mcd'lef.pm');

Reset (RefInp);

Assign (DistECG, 'C:\WINMCAD\mcd'data.pm');

Reset (DistECG);
Assign (OutpData, 'C:\WINMCAD\mcd\adapt.pm');

Rewrite (OutpData);
ClrScr;

Initialization (choice,HP_ECG,HP_line,N_ctr,SccPart,GD,GM,RE_det,NumbOfSamples,Temp,a,z);

While Not eof(Distecg) Do Begin

N_ctr:=N_ctr+l;

If keypressed Then Begin
kcy:=Readkey;

If key='l' Then Begin
SetGraphMode(2);

choice:=l;

Shown:=OutpSamplc/l5;
MoveTo (HP_ECG,YDefl);

End
Else If key='2' Then Begin

SetGraphMode(2);

choice:=2;

SctColor (3);

line(50,300,50+5*N-l,300);

End
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Else If kcy='3' Then Begin
SctGraphModc(2);

choice:=3;

Shown:=FirOutp/15;

MoveTo (HP_ECG,YDefl);

End
Else If key='4' Then Begin

SctGraphMode(2);

choicc:=4;

Shown:=z;

MoveTo (HP_ECG,YDcfl);

End
Else If kcy='5' Then Begin

SctGraphModc(2);

choicc:=5;

Shown:=DistECGSampic/15;

MoveTo (HP_ECG,YDefl);

End
Else If key='x' Then

exit

End;

If NumbOfSampics=3000 Then Begin
Sound (1000);

delay (10);

NoSound;

End;

Rcadln (Reflnp,Inp[N_ctr));

ARAlgorithm(Inp,FiltcrCocf,N_ctr,FIROutp);

Readln (DistECG, DistECGSampie);

OutpSamplc := DistECGSampie - F1ROutp;

UpdatcAigorithm(lnp,OutpSampic,N_ctr,ReInicctr,Dccr_a_ctr,z,a,FilterCoef);

If «choice= 1) Or (choice=3) Or (choice=4) Or (choicc=5» Then Begin
If choice=1 Then

Shown:=OutpSampie/15

Else
If choicc=3 Then

Shown:=FIROutp/22

Else
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Ifchoice=4 Then
Shown:=:t/5000

Else
Ifchoicc=5 Then

Shown:=DistECGSample(25;

delay(2);

Graphics (Shown,ECG,RE_det,Scr]art,Tcmp,HP_ECG,HP_line,YDefl,y);

End
Else If choice=2 Then Begin

dclay(6);

Filtcrcoefficients (Filtercocf,oldcoef);

End;

Writcln (OutpData, OutpSamplc);

If N_ctr=N Then
N_ctr:=O;

NumbOfSamplcs:=NwnbOfSamples+1;

End;

CloseGraph;

Close (OutpData);

END.
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Appendix D: Listing of the 'real time adaptive filtering program'

{Ihis program is the implementation of the adaptive filter system as shown infigwe •used to clean an ECG from

interference caused by an MR-scanner.

With this program it is possible to perform the adaptive filtering real-time, measwing the ECG from a patient in the

scanner during a scan. The Lab PC+ DAQ-card is used to sample the ECG and reference signals and the functions of

the NlDAQ soflware are used to program and instruct the DAQ-card}

USES
Dos, Crt, Graph, NIDAQ;

CONST
N

amax

=3;
=3e-4;

{Number offiltercoefflcients}

{adaptation constant of the update algorithm}

TYPE
MatrixArray =Array [1 ..3, 1..N] Of real; (This matrixarray is used to store the flltercoefficients and the (delayed)

datasamples belonging to the X-, y- and z-channel. Each row of the

matrix belongs either to the x-, y- or z-channel.}

HalfBuffcr = Array [1..4] Of integer;

{Adaptive filter and graphics variables.

The meaning ofmost of the variables is explained in 'PROCEDURE Initialization;

VAR
key

RefInp, DistECG, OutpData

Inp, FilterCoef, Oldcoef

DistECGSample,a,FIROutp, OutpSample,Signal,Shown,Att

N_ctr,Dccr_a_ctr,RcInit3tr,HP_line,HP_Signal,RE_dct,SccPart,GD,GM,Temp,y,choice,i,j

: char;

: text;

: MatrixArray;

: real;

: integer;

{NlDAQ Variables}

VAR
DevNumb,DcvNumbCode,NumChans,gain,SampTimebase,DaqStoppcd

Dbmode,Halfrcady,status

count,ptsTfr

daqbuffer

data

SampInterval,ScanInterval
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: integer;

: integer;

: longint;

: Array [1..8] Of integer;

: halfbuffer;

: word;
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PROCEDURE FIRAlgorithm ( Inp, Filtercoef

N_ctr

Var FlROutp

: MatrixArray;

: integer;

: real );

Adaptive filtering ofan ECG in an MR-sctJl1Tler

{ Procedure to perform the FIR filter algorithm,following the transversal filterstrueture }

Var
Mull

j,k,rn

: real;

: integer;

{Proceed at the beginning of the array when the end of the array is reached}

Begin

k:= N_ctr+l;

FIROutp:=O;

For rn:=l To 3 Do Begin

For j:=l To N Do Begin

Ifk>N Then

k:=l;

Mult := FilterCoeflrn,j]*Inp[rn,k];

FlROutp := FlROutp + Mult;

k:=k+l

End;

End;
End;

{Operations performed by one tap}

{of the FlRfilter}

PROCEDURE UpdateAlgorithm ( Inp : MatrixArray;

OutpSample, : real;

N3tr : integer;

Var a : real;

Var ReInicctr, Decr_a_ctr : integer;

Var FilterCoef : MatrixArray);

{Implementation of the NLMS algorithm for updating the filtercoefficients. The algorithm is defined as follows:

w[k.!] -w[k].~.x[k] .r{kl
0 2

"

In the equation shown above, all bold signals/parameters are vectors. wI..] are thefiltercoefJicients (stored in the

Matrixarray'FiltercoefflCients', a is the adaptation constant (variable a), 0/ is the variance ofxl..], xl.,] is the

reference signal (stored in the Matrixarray 'Inp') and r[k] is the feedback signal (variable 'Outpsample')}

Var
j,k,m : integer;

x,Norm : real;
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{Make sure Norm will never equal zero}
{Normalization of the adapt. const. by dividing it by the variance ofx[..] (Norm)}

Adaptive filtering ofall ECG in all MR-scl1JIIler

Begin
{re-initialization ofthe adapt. constant each 545 samples}

If Relnit_ctr=545 Then Begin
a:=amax;

Relnicctr:=O;

End;

{decrease the adaptation constant after each 150 samples}

If Decr_a_ctr=150 Then Begin
a:=a!2;

Decr_a_ctr:=O;

End;
k := N_ctr+l; (Points at the array element x[k-N+IJ)

For m:=l To 3 Do Begin
Norm:=O;

For j:=l To N Do Begin
Nonn:=Nonn+sqr(Inp[m,j]);

End;

If Norm<O.Ol Then
Nonn:=O.Ol;

x:=a*OutpSample!Norm;

For j:=l To N Do Begin
Ifk>N Then

k:=l;

FilterCoef[m,j I := FilterCoef[m,j] + (x*Inp[m,k]);

k:= k+l

End;

End;
ReInit_ctr:=Relnit_ctr+1;

Decca_ctr:=Decr_a_ctr+1;

End;
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PROCEDURE Graphics ( Shown : real;

Var Signal : real;

Var Scr_Part,RE_det,HP_Signal,HP_line,Temp,y : integer);

(This subroutine is used to draw the final oUlpUlsample or other signals of the adaptive filter system on the screen. The

screen is divided in three different parts which will be used succesively to draw the ECG or the other signals. Each

horizontal part of the screen represents 3 seconds ofdata (600 samples)}

Var

YDefl : integer;

{calculate lhe verlical position of the current Signal sample on the screen}

{Scaling of the signal to be shown}

(Convert 'Signal'(real) into 'YDej/'(integer)}

{These two lines form the ECG-erasing block on}

{the graphics screen}

{Scr_Part: points at the part ofthe screen that will be used to draw the ECG}

{check wether all three parts ofthe screen have been used and restart at the first}

{when the third parI has been used}

Begin

{start drawing the shown signal at the left side ofthe screen each 600 samples}

If RE_det=599 Then Begin

Scr_Part:=SccPart+1;

If Scr_Part>3 Then

Scr_Part:=1 ;

y:=Scr_Part>11150;

MoveTo(20,y-SO+Temp);

HP_Signal:=20;

HP_line:=20;

RE_det:=O;

End;

Signal:=-Shown/15;

YDefl:=Round(Signal);

Temp:=YDefl;

YDefl:=YDefl+y-SO;

SetColor(O);

Linc(HP_line,y-150,HP_line,y);

Line(HP_line+25,y-150,HP_line+25,y);

HP_line:=HP_line+1;

SetColor(3);

LineTo(HP_Signal,YDefl);

HP_Signal:=HP_Signal+1;

RE_det:=RE_det+1;

End;

PROCEDURE Initialization ( Var

Var

Var

Var

Var

Var

Var

Reflnp,DistECG,OutpData

HP_Signal,HP_line,N_ctr,Scr_Part,GD,GM,y

Reinicctr,Decca_ctr,RE_det,gain,NumChans

DcvNumb,SampTimebase,DbMode

count

SampInterval,Scaninterval

choice

: text;

: integer;

: integer;

: integer;

: longint;

: word;

: integer);
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Begin
Assign (OutpOata, 'C:'adapt.pm');

Rewrite (OutpOata);

ClrSer;

Writeln;

Writeln CSelcct the signal to be displayed:');

Writeln;

Writeln Cl = x-reference;');

Writeln C2 = y-reference;');

Writeln C3 = z-reference;');

Writeln C4 = adaptively filtered ECG;');

Writeln C5 = unfiltered ECG');

Writeln C6 = filtercocfficients;');

Writeln;

Write ('Your choice: ');

Readln (choice);

Writeln; Writeln; Writeln; Writeln; Writeln;

Writcln COuring data acquisition the program can be stopped by pressing the x-key!!!');

Writeln;

Writcln;

Writcln C (Press any key to continue)');

Rcadkey;

{Initialization of the adaptive filter parameters}

a:=amax; {Initial value of the adaptation constant}

N_ctr:=O; {N_ctr: counter which points at latest sample that has been read}

ReInit_ctr:=I; {Relnit_ctr: counter to check wether 'a' has to be re-initialized to 'amax'j

Oeer_a_ctr:=I; {Deer_a_ctr: counter to check wether 'a' has to be divided lJy 2}

{Initialization of the graphics variables}

HP_Signal:=20; {HP_Signal: Horizontal position of the signal on the screen}

HP_line:=20; {IlP_Line: Horizontal position of the erasing block on the screen}

SccPart:=0; {Scryart: points at the part of screen that is currently usedfor drawing 'Signal'}

Temp:=O; {Temp: is used to remember the value of YDefl when the right end of the screen is reached}

GO:=9; {Initializing the VGA videodriver}

GM:=2; {Initializing the 640x480 16 c%r screenmodus}

RE_det:=599; {RE_det: 'Right-end-oj-the-screen'detector}

{Initialization of the DAQ-card variables}

halfready:=O; {halfready: is used to check the halfreadystatus of the DAQ-card}

gain:=I; {gain of the DAQ-card. applied to its input signals}

count:=8; {8 samples per scan sequence}

DevNumb:=I; {Device Number ofthe DAQ-card}

DBMode:=I; {enables double buffering}
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NumChans:=4; {Number ofchannels to be scanned by the DAQ-card}

SarnpTimcbase:=l; {initializing lMHz clock}

SampInterval:=15; {l5us sample-interval (6607kHz samplerate)}

ScanIntcrval:=5000; {200Hz scanrate, 5000*lus=5ms scaninterval}

If ehoice<7 Then Begin {Initializing the graphics display if choice<7}

InitGraph (GD,GM,'C:'bp7'bgi ');

IfGraphRcsult <> grOk Then

Halt(1);

End;

If ehoiee=7 Then

ClrSer

End;

PROCEDURE Filtcreocfficients ( Filtcrcoef : MatrixArray;

Var Oldcoef : MatrixArray);

{This routine will show a graphical display of the values of the filtercoefficients}

Var

i,j : integer;

Begin

For i:=l To 3 Do Begin

For j:=O To N-l Do Begin

SctColor(O);

line (i*1OO+SO+j*5,240,i*100+50+j*5,240-Round(OldCoef[i,N-j]*200»;

SctColor(S);

line (i* lOO+SO+j*S,240,i* l00+SO+j*5,240-Round(Filtereoef[i,N-j]*200»;

End;

End;

For i:=l To 3 Do Begin

For j:=l To N Do Begin

Oldeocf[i,j]:=Filtereocf[i,j];

End;

End;

End;
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BEGIN
Initialization (RefInp,DistECG,OutpData,HP_Signal,HP_line,N_ctr,Scr-parl,GD,GM,y,

ReInicctr,Decca_ctr,RE_det,gain,Numchans,DevNumb,SampTimebase,

DBMode,count,SampInterval,ScanInterval,choice);

{Initialization ofthe DAQ-card}

status:=Init_DA_Brds (DevNumb,DevNumbCode);

{The next if-then statement is used with each NIDAQfunction that is called. Tile statement performs a status check

of the DAQ-card, and will return an errorcode ifan error occurs}

If status <> aThen Begin

CloseGraph;

ClrSer;

Writeln ('Status InicDA_Brds: ',status);

rcadkey;

exit;

End;

{Configuration of the DAQ-card: initialize differential input signal mode}

status:=ACConfigure(DevNumb,-1,0,0,0, I);

If status <> aThen Begin
CloseGraph;

ClrSer;

Writeln ('Status AI_Configure: ',status);

readkey;

exit;

End;

{Configuration of the DAQ-card: eTUlbling double buffering mode}

status:=DAQ_DB_Config(DcvNumb,I);

If status <> aThen Begin
CloseGraph;

ClrSer;

Writeln ('Status DAQ_DB_Config: ',status);

readkey;

exit;

End;
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{Start the data=acquisition on the background using the LabjSCAN.Jtartfunction}

status:=Lab_ISCAN_Start(DevNumb,NumChans,gain,@daqbuffer,eount,SampTimebase,SampintervaJ,Seaninterval);

If status <> 0 Then Begin

CloseGraph;

ClrSer;

Writeln ('Status Lab_ISCAN_Start: ',status);

readkey;

exit;

End;

{NIDAQ stores the data in the buffer in the following order:

1sl sample from channel 3, lsI sample from channel 2 ,1st. sample from channnel i,

1sl sample from channel 0, 2nd sample from channel 3 and so on.}

Repeat
Repeat

{Check wether halfof the number ofsamples to be acquired during one scan, has been readfrom the four

channels. in spite of the fact that only four samples have to be read from the channels, eight samples will be

read (count:=8). When halfready lurns to 1 it is known that the four samples needed for adaplivefiltering are

available. Ifcount would be set to 4, it would be necessary to check two times for halfready to turn to 1 and

transfer two times two samples to another array}

status:=DAQ_DB_Halfrcady(DcvNumb,halfrcady,DaqStoppcd);

If status <> 0 Then Begin
CloscGraph;

Writeln ('Status DAQ_DB_Halfready: ',status);

rcadkcy;

exit;

End;

Until halfrcady=1;
halfready:=O;

{Transfer the 4 samples to the array 'data'}

status:=DAQ_DB_transfer(DcvNumb,@data,ptsTfr,DaqStopped);

If status <> 0 Then Begin

CloseGraph;

ClrSer;

Writcln ('Status DAQ_DB_transfer: ',status);

rcadkey;

exit;

End;
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If keypressed Then Begin

key:=Readkey;

If key='x' Then Exit;

End;

Adaptive filtering ofan ECG in an MR-scanner

{Check if 'x' has been pressed}

{True: quit program, False: continue program}

N3tr:=N_ctr+1;

For i:=l To 3 Do

Inp[i,N_ctr]:=data[it {Store sampled data of the x, y and z reference signals}

FIRAIgorithm(Inp,FilterCoef,N3tr,FIROutp); { Filtering the reference input}

OutpSample := Data[4] - FIROutp; {Calculate the adaptive system's output signal}

If «choice=l) Or (choice=2) Or (choice=3) Or (choice=4) Or (choicc=5)) Then Begin

If choice=l Then

Shown:=data[3] {Show the x reference signal}

Elfie If choicc=2 Then

Shown:=data[2] {Show the y reference signal}

Else If choice=3 Then

Shown:=data[1] {Show the z reference signal}

Else If choice=4 Then

Shown:=OutpSample {Show theflltered ECG signal}

Else If choice=5 Then

Shown:=data[4]; {Show the unfiltered ECG signal}
Graphics (Shown,Signal,Scr]art,RE_det,HP_Signal,HP_line,Temp,y);

End

Else If choice=6 Then Begin {Show theflltercoefJicients}

SelColor(3);

linc(150,240,5*N+150,240);

Ii ne(250,240,5*N+250,240);

linc(350,240,5*N+350,240);
Filtercoefficients (Fillcrcoef, oldcoef);

End

Else If kcy='x' Then Exit;

{Updating the flltercoefficients}

UpdateAlgorilhm(Inp,OulpSample,N_clr,a,ReInil_ctr,Decr_a_clr,FillerCoef);

If N_clr=N Then

N_ctr:=O;

Until key='x';

Close (OulpData);

CloseGraph;

END.
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